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VOL. XII I - KENCOLL -
Published by the Students of the 
Kennedy Collegiate Institute 
Windsor, Ontario. 
Price - 50c pe r Copy 
EDITORIAL 
"When to the sessions of sweet silent thought 
I summon up remembrance of things post, 
I sigh the lack of many a thing I sought, 
1952 
And with old woes new wail my dear time's waste:" 
Thus wrote Shakespeare in his famous Sonnet XXX. It 
is on excellent piece of poetry. Yet the thought contained 
within this poem can very easily apply to students of to-
day. How many times, after we hove written examina-
tions, have we paused to soy to ourselves, "If only I'd 
studied harder instead of wasting my time." We con-
stantly "new wail" our " dear time's waste" after it is :-oo 
late. The exam has been written and our marks will show 
whether we have wasted our time or not. 
Teachers cannot stress too much the fact that a student 
must study to get a good mark. Even geniuse~ such as 
Einstein study constantly. A student may get by in the 
lower forms without too mu::h work, b:.it once he rea-::hcs 
grade eleven, he realizes that he must study or fail his 
year. 
Forming good study habits is a prime factor in actual 
studying. A person who studies Latin, Chemistry, and 
French for half an hour each can learn more than one 
who studies History for five hours without a break. The 
best thing to do is to study a little and relax a little. 
To the pupils in the lower forms, this must probably 
sound like a sermon. They will read it and soon forget 
it. I know I felt that way myself in grade nine. However, 
since I have been in grade thirteen, I hove c;ome to realize 
how invaluable my studying is to me. 
I can only advise, not force, anyone to study. I know 
this because I have experienced it. I can truthfully soy 
that many in grade thirteen began studying six weeks 
before the finals. Were you one of these? 
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THE KENCOLL STAFF 
Editors 
Shirley Youell Marjorie Wilson 
Business Managers 
Wolter Yaworsky Charles Kovinsky 
Lower School Editor .................................... Pat Stagg 
Photography .......................... .. ..... .. ....... Paul Ezra 
Girls' Athletics .......... ............. .. ............... Gayle Tobin 
Boys' Athletic;s .... ............... ................. . Gordon Mossey 
Social ............................................ Elizabeth Jennings 
Typing . ... ........................................... ... ... 11C1 
Thumbnail Sketches . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joyce Sofrance, Bill Gee 
Exchange .. . ............... .. ....... -.... ..... .. ... Gory Bennet 
Features ....... ..................... ................... ..... . Joan Madill 
Humour . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . Patricio Best 
Clubs .. ..... ....... ... . .... ..... ............. Joyce Thibodeau 
Class News . ........ ... .. ..... ....... ....... . ..... Sue Purton 
Roving Reporter ........ .... ........... .... .... ... George Tronionko 
Cadet Corps . . . . . ... . ...... .. .. .. .... .. David Eng, Ed Long 
Staff Adviser ... ....... . ....................... Mr. Walter 
Pictures taken by Jim Lewis 
*** 
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A TRIBUTE TO OUR MAGAZINE 
A. F. S. Gilbert 
What we ta ke for granted just does not happen 
that way. This magazine is one of the things about 
our school that is token for granted by the student 
body. Few realize the great amount of effort need-
ed to produce the magazine. 
Each editor wants to make o b igger and better 
magazine than lost year's. That is o f ine omb.ition 
and gives the incentive !hot makes for a good 
production. 
Many students will save their magazines and when 
they come across them ten or twenty years from now, 
will look through them and wonder if they depict 
truth or fiction. Yes, you really did look like that 
when you were attending s~hool. 
This magazine cannot give between its slight cov-
ers the true picture of each student in the school, 
but it can give a glimpse of light upon the activities 
which made up your world of school in the year 
1952. 
We are proud of our editors and the rest of the 
Kencol staff for the sacrifice of time and effor t they 
have given in producing another fine volume to be 
numbered w ith those of post years. 
"The newspaper poet's o commonplace fellow-
The humblest may know what his poetry means. 
But clearness is treason, and so, for this reason, 
He never gets into the big magazines!" 
-The Newspaper Poet, Stanza 1, Denis Aloysius 
McCarthy, 1870-1934 . 
Poge 5 
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KENNEDY STAFF 
Third Row- H. L. Word, W. f. S. Gilbert (prin,ipal), D. J. Mahon, A, C. lidd,:11, G. e. Chapman, M. C. Thomson, A. W . Green, A. W. Bishop. 
Second Row-B. W. Brown, R. R. Deagle, G. leta<Jrneou, M. W. Ryan (vice-Principal), H. J. Laframboise, F. D. Knapp, W. M. Wass, T. D. Walter, 
E. W. Fax. 
First Raw-B. M. Pundsack, Mrs. l. P. May, Mrs. l. Smith, Mrs. I. Sills, P. J . Bandy, Mrs. H. Hagarty, C. l. Vrooman, E. G. Stewart, W. Patterson, J. 
McNeil!, D. Hope, E. Mcewen. 
Absent-J. Gray, Mrs. J. Durrant, D. Thorpe, Mri. M. E. Crawford, W. S. Day. 
KENCOLL STAFF 
Second Raw-G. Tronianko, 8. Gee, P. Ezra, Mr. T. D. Walter, W. Yaworsky, G. Massey, C. Kovinsky. 
First Row-J. Madill, M. Wilson, S. Youell, J. Safrance, E. Jennings, J. Thibodeau, G. Tobin, P. Best, P. Stagg, S. Purton. 
t 
V. 
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FORUM 
Second Raw-Mr • F. D. Knapp, G. Douglas, C. Safrance, P. Pennington, l. Gray, D. Eng, Mr. A. F. S. Gilbert. 
First Raw-J. Daichendt, J. Partington, J. Safrance, J. McWilliam, J. Clifford. B. Krouse, D. Allen, R. Rutherford. 
,President 
DAVID ENG 
-~--
FORUM EXECUTIVE 
1951-52 
Vice-President 
NANCY PENNINGTON 
Secreiary 
JOYCE SAFRANCE 
Boys' Athletics Girls' Athletics 
Treasurer 
LEO GRAY 
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Chairman: Derry Webster 
Committee: John Partington, Jack Clifford, 
G.ory Douglas, John Daichendt 
Chairman: Gayle Tobin 
Committee: Carol Tobin, Elizabeth Mackie, 
Marnie French, Joyce Safrance 
Socio/ Committee 
Chairman: Mory Bell 
Committee: Margaret Spencer, Bob Krouse, 
Janet McWilliom 
Altiora Peto 
Chairman: Ann Partington 
Committee: Leo Gray, Allon Rutherford 
Dale Allen 
Coinmittee: 
Literary Society 
Chairman: Noncy Pennington 
Charles Safrance, Joyce Thibodeau, Paul Pennington, Sheila Collins 
Stoff Treasurer: Mr. R. RL Deagle Staff Adviser: Mr. F. D. Knapp 
- -~-
--= ·-- ·. 
' 
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The following students have purchased this space to aid the Kencoll in its publication: 
13 
Mary Bell, Patricia Best, Helen Canniff, Rosemary Collins, Pat Crompton, Gerald Duncan, Joyce Eastman, 
David Eng, Paul Ezra, Victor Fathers, Bob Fletcher, Bill Gee, Joan Godfrey, Leo Gray, Elizabeth Jennings, 
Joe !Kiss, Marvin Larsen, Ruth Lombard, Joan Madill, Mike Mutter, Roger Osborne, Nancy Pennington, Sue 
Purton, David Pyke, Joyce Safrance, Ron Saunders, David Schwartz, Bob Strachan, Don Vallance, Kirk 
Weber, Paul Weingarden, Catherine Werle, Marjorie Wilson, Stuart White, Walter Yaworsky, Shirley Youell. 
11 
Evelyn Allen, Grace Allen, Gladys Ash, Dan Baldossi, Margaret Bell, John Bordian, Joqueline Buck, Edward 
Hazel, Joan Kirkby, Olga Klem, Helen Kozac, Doreen Moir, Audrey Newman, Stella Pacholok, Nora Pineo, 
Stella Poberezny, Beth Purton, Craig Rawlings, Fay Ray, Edward Reducha, Dolores Robillard, Phytiis Rodie, 
Rose Rushmere, Dolores Schmidt, Donna Scratch, Nancy Sterling, Vivian Warren, Catherine Tay. 
····························································································································· 
Victoria Gottrgr 
in the 
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 
Founded . by Royal Charter in. 1836 .. J or the general education of youth 
in the various branches of Literature and Science on Christian Principles." 
As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of Arts of the University 
of Toronto, Victoria College enrols students in all courses leading to the 
degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bac.helor of Commerce and preparatory to 
admission to the scho::,ls of Graduate Studies, Divinity, Education, Law and 
Social Work. 
In the Annesley Hall Women·s Residences accommodation is available for 
women students of Victoria College. In ·the Victoria College Residences 
accommode.tion is available for men students of the College. 
For full information, including calendars and bulletins, 
apply to the Re~istrar, Victoria Colle~e, Toronto. 
····························································································································· 
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MR. BISHOP 
App.: Toll, dork handsome 
F.S.: Who got number one? 
Weak.: Grad" 13 class parties 
P.P.: 13B Geometry class 
Amb.: To retire 
1962: Mr. Bishop, Room 106 
GE~ALD ROGER DUNCAN 
App.: Knavish 
F.S.: Ken Wiley Phormocy! 
Weak.: Grode 9 blonde• 
P.P.: Blushing 
Amb.: Phormocist 
1962: Selling Kleenex 
JOAN GODFREY 
App.: Cleopolro 
F.S., I don't understand, Miss Vrooman 
Weak.: Swimming 
P.P.: Cold air dryers 
Amb.: Bathing beauty 
1962: Dissolved 
PAUL SIGMUND EZRA 
App.: A man of distinction 
F.S.: Forel 
Weak.: To own o codover 
P.P.: Leo's jokes 
Amb., Doctor 
1962: Ezra 's Funeral Home 
MARION JOYCE EASTMAN 
App.: Dazzling 
F.S.: Florido, here I come 
Weak., Prefecting with - • 
P.P.: Blushing 
Amb.: To pass in French 
1962: Still paying $1.50 o lesson 
STEEN EMILE JENSEN 
App.: Dozed 
F.S.: Well-uh-that is-uh 
Weak.: Sleeping in school 
P.P.: No nods 
Amb.: Whooping it up 
1962: Hicl 
ROBERT CECIL FLHCHER 
App.: Lody killer 
F.S.: Hos she got o siste/? 
Weak.: Selling suspenders al Dowler's 
P.P.: Cars that won't go over 75 
Amb.: Electrical engin.,.,r 
1962: The choir 
THE KENCOLL 1952 
1952 f raduates 
0 
• 
et .... 
-, 
'lot.' ' 
WILLIAM RICHARD GEE 
App. : Jack the Ripper 
F.S.: Cen,ored 
Weak.: Miu Gray 
P.P., Any other women 
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Amb.: Yoworsky & Gee Olive Stuffing Inc. 
1962: Drumming al the Goyety 
PATRICIA JEAN CROMPTON 
App.: Appeoling 
F .S.: The girls lost again 
Weak.: That's o good question! 
P.P.: Minute biogs 
Amb.: Gym teocher 
1962: 48 pushups 
DAVID GEORGE ENG 
App.: Goy blade 
F.S., Boy, whot o night! 
Weak.: Anything that flies 
P.P.: Wild women 
Amb.: Testing jet, for R.C.A.F. 
1962: Building model oirplones 
PATRICIA DENISE RORY GOLDIE BEST 
App.: Coy 
F.S.: The kitchen sink arrived 
Weak.: Furniture 
P.P.: The U.S. Draft Boord 
Amb.: Ten eh ildren 
1962: One more to go 
LEONARD VICTOR GRAY 
App.: Suave 
F.S.· This question is impossible 
Weak.: Soybeon milk 
P.P.: Mitch and Bill 
Amb.: Industrial typhoon. 
1962: Working for the city 
MARY ELIZABETH JENNINGS 
App.: Ooo-lo-lo 
F.S.: Thot's not whot I mean, Mr. Knapp 
Weak.: Talking in school 
P.P.: Falling in the pool fully clothed 
Amb.: P.T. instructor 
1962: Waterlogged 
ANDREW JOSEPH KISS 
App.: Dynamic 
F.S., He doesn't soy much 
Weak.: Atoms, molecules, microphones 
P.P.: Doing homework 
Amb.: Disproving Einst~n's Theory 
1962: Joe's Theory of Reial ivity 
KfY-App.-App11oron(t; F.S.- Favourite S0yin9; P.P.-Pet Peeve; Weolr.-Weolrneu; Amb.-Ambition 
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JOAN MARIE MADILL 
App.: Cherub 
F.S.: Did you gel your Trig? 
Weak.: Mr. Bishop 
P.P., Mathematics 
Amb .: Household Economics 
1962: Dorninq sock• 
MICHAEL MUTTEI< 
App.: Curty 
F.S.: I'm mobilized 
Weollc.: Rood Plymoulhs 
P.P.: Goalies 
Amb.: Replacing Howe 
1962: learning lo skate 
MARJORIE WINNIFRED WILSON 
App.: Friendly 
F.S.: Quiet in the libroryl 
Weak.: Light green cars 
P.P.: Getting lo school al 7,30 
Amb., Custodian of a library 
1962: "The Pink Elephant", by 
DONAlD lORNE VAlLANCE 
App.: Espionage Ager! 
F.S.: Bui Mr. Fox soys lhat:-
Weok., Ions, atoms, chestnuts 
P.P.: Mr. Deagle's explanations 
Amb.: Chemist 
1962 Nobel Prize winner 
HELEN CATHH'INE CANNIFF 
App.: Blase 
F.S.: I'm gelling later every day 
Weak.: French 
P.P.: Only 98 in it 
Amb.: Andrea Del Sorto 
1962: Lucrezio 
DAVID SCHWARTZ 
App.: Schwartz the Magnificent 
F.S.: Pick that bag up 
Weollc., Leo's DeSoto 
P.P.: Shoving 
Amb.: Doctor 
M.W. 
1962: Fainting at the sight of blood 
RUTH KATHLEEN lOMBARD 
App.: Devil-may-core 
F.S., That's logical 
Weak.: Boys from O.A.C. 
P.P., Rosemary's sighs 
Amb.: Social worker 
1962: lombord's Chicken Hotcherv 
T H E KENCOH 1952 
1952 f raduates 
< 
MARVIN LAURITS LARSEN 
App.: lover boy 
F.S.: Hi, Arch 
Weak., Football 
P.P., Explaining lo Miss Gray 
Amb.: P.T. instructor 
1962: Arch. you're fired 
CATHERINE MARY WERTE 
App.: "Blondie" 
F.S., I don't use peroxide 
Weak.: Potato chips 
P.P.: Prefecting 
Amb.: Coreer woman 
1962, Bolus and Werle Inc. 
PAUL LESLIE WEINGARDEN 
App.: Ali Baba 
F.S.: Bon jour 
Weak., Algebra solutions 
P.P.: Miss Vrooman', e:xplanotlons 
Amb.: To sell shoes at Dione's 
1962: Pitter patter of little feet 
MARY CATHERINE BELL 
App.: Innocent 
F.S.: It's all very huffy huffy 
Weak.: Walkerville 
P.P.: Latin classes after 4 
Amb.: Social and Philosophic Sciences 
1962: Dinner's ready, children. 
STUART COBURN WHITE 
App.: Fearless Fosdick 
F.S.: Toujours l'amour (heh, heh) 
Weak.: Something with a skirt 
P.P.: Trig·, Geom, Chem, Eng, etc.-
Amb., Big game hunter 
1962: Dog catcher 
MARY KAHTlEEN KILPATRICK 
App.: Wowll 
F.S.: Why, Mr. Knopp? 
Weak.: College men 
P.P.: High school 
Amb., Airline hostess 
1962: Airsick 
JOHN DAVID PYKE 
App.: Fraternal 
F.S.: I don't think the.I's right, Miss Gray 
Weak.: Chatting by the library al noon 
P.P.: Don's Physics questions 
Amb.: Teacher 
1962, In this corner o1 300 pounds 
l 
JOYCE LOUISE SAfRANCE 
App.: Perl 
f.S.: I'm cold 
Weak.: Mini juleps 
P.P.: Bill's dirty laugh 
Amb.: Teaching English 
1962: Teaching Junior to soy mama 
ROGER GORDON OSBORNE 
App., Jovial 
f.S., Wont to hear o goad joke? 
Weak., Cows and sows 
P.P.: Mr. fox's marking $Cherne 
Amb.: Phd. at O.A.C. 
1962: Playing in the hoy 
SHIRLEY MARGARET YOUELL 
App.: Inquisitive 
f.S.: I don't get that joke, Mr. Knopp 
Weak., Queen's 
P.P.: People who don't like Queen's 
Amb.: Not to be the lad one an the list 
1962: Youell's Precise Dictionary 
JAMES WILLIAM THRIFT 
App.: Mr. Esquire 
f.S.: Any women there? 
Weak.: Outdrawing Boyd 
P.P.: Sitting beside Boyd in Chemistry 
Amb.: Teaching 
1962:"Sleeping in 
MARIAN SUZANNE PURTON 
App.: Interested 
f.S., More or less 
Weak.: History answers 
P.P.: Trig questions 
Amb.: Teacher· 
1962: Purton's Seminary for Young ladies 
~OllAtD SAUNDERS 
App. Don Juan 
F.S.: Old ark a-moverim, a-moverin 
Weak., Prefecting with • • -
P.P.: Lipstick that smears 
Amb.: left field for New York 
1962, Bat boy 
WALTER "MITCH" YAWORSKY 
App.: Dangerous 
f.S.: I bet I'll flunk thafexom 
Weak.: falling asleep in English 
P.P.: Waiting for Bi ll 10 mi nutes every day 
Amb.: Yaworski & Gee, "Privale Eyes" 
1962: Studying anatomy at the Gayety 
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ROBERT KIRKLAND WEBER 
App.: Stainless Steel 
f.S.: It's o laugh life 
Poqe 11 
Weak.: Sitting On the bench 
P.P.: Slive1s 
Amb.: Surgeon 
1962: Weber's Chop House 
NANCY LOUISE PENNINGTON 
App.: Bubbling 
f.S.: I'm dropping Latin 
Weak., (not too tall) dark, handsome 
P.P.: Boys with small feel 
Amb.: Nurse 
1962: Penninglon's Nursery 
RICHARD L. RE ID 
App.: Little John 
F.S.: I flunked it again 
Weak.: A cottage al the lake 
P.P.: Cold summers 
Amb., To pass more thon one exam 
1962: Still trying to pass 
PAULINE THERESA SOCHASKI 
Ap.p.: Smouldering 
f.S.: That's sw,.el 
Weak.: Wild parties 
P.P .. French classes 
Amb.: Teacher 
1962: Aimez-vous jouer? 
ROSEMARY ANNE COLLINS 
App.: Deceiving! 
F.S.: Your arpeggios are weak 
Weok.: Young People's 
P.P.: Homework 
Amb.: Senior music school 
1962: Tuning pianos 
DEANNA LYDIA SZEVCHUK 
App.: Naive 
F.S.: You know what? 
Weak.: Boys with curly hair 
P.P.: Latin 
Amb.: Barrister 
1962: The oth .. r side of the bar 
ROBERT MoclACHLAN STRACHAN 
App.: In o hurry 
f.S.: Well, rccily 
Weak.: Floorwalker 
P.P.: Jokers 
Amb.: Minister 
1962: Walking floors at 5 o.m. 
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MARGARET ELIZABETH PURTON 
App.: Sweet 
F.S., What a character! 
P.P.,. Certain blind umpires 
Weck.: Baseball (Station Lunch) 
Amb.: Office manager 
1962: Key-puncher 
DOLORES BEATRICE SCHMIDT 
App.: Neat 
F.S. : Who was Jimmy with? 
P.P.: Steadies dating other girls 
Wtok.: Jimmy 
Amb.: Ta quit school 
1962: Mrs. J. V. H. 
NORA ELIZABETH PINCO 
App.: Devilish 
F.S.: I broke my orm yesterday 
P.P.: Changing a typewrile-r ribbon 
Weak.: $ports 
Amb., To go through a year without an accide-nt 
1962: Mascot far the Detroit Tigers 
MARGARET RUTH BELL 
App.: Angelic• 
F.S.: Oh yeah? 
P.P.: Boys with new cars 
Weak.: Assumption 
Amb., Ta go lo China 
1962: Boot to Bob-lo 
EDWARD ALEXANDER HAZEL 
App.: You name it 
F.S.: Heyl 
P.P.: Competition 
Weak.: Opposite sex 
Amb.: Fresh-air inspector 
1962: Hazel and Badlossi Pool-room 
STELLA MILDRED POBEREZNY 
App.: Innocent 
F.S.: Wanna' hear a good joke 
P.P.: Monday, second period 
Weak.: Six footers 
Amb.: Secretary 
1962, Copy girl 
ROSE MARIE RUSHMERE 
App.: Studious 
F .S.: George 
P.P.: little brothers 
Weck.a Dieting 
Amb., Old maid 
1962: Married 
~ 
f\ 
DOREEN ANNABELLE MOIR 
App.: Sophisticated 
F.S., I don' t thi11k you're very nice! 
P.P., A certain Mohan 
Weok.: Basketball players 
Amb.: Private secretary 
1962: Boss' wife 
JOAN GRACE KIRKBY 
App.: Carefree 
F.S.: Oh fuzz! 
P.P.: Girls who flirt with Ches 
Weak.: Boys al Hiram Walker's 
Amb.: Secretary ol Hiram Walker's 
1962, Just graduated 
JOHN SORDIA~ 
App.: Sharpie 
F.S.: Whal a dingleberry 
P.P.: Eddie Reducha 
Weak.: Females 
Amb.: Pres ident al Ford's 
1962: Foundry 
JACQUELINE JOYCE BUCK 
App.: Sleepy 
F.S.: Are you fer' reall 
P.P.: Conceited girls 
Weak.: Air Force blues 
Amb.: To live in Toronto 
1962: Raising Toronto-ites 
STELLA MARY PACHOLOK 
App.: Violinist 
F.S.: No homework tonight, eh? 
P.P.: Shorthand 
Weok.: K.C.I. orchestra 
Amb.: Carnegie Hall 
1962: Puce Community Holl 
DOLORES PAULINE ROBILLARD 
App., Friendly 
F.S.: Isn't that cute 
P.P.: Snobs 
Weak.: Rifle team 
Amb.: To r ide o horse 
1962: lady jockey 
NANCY JANE STERLING 
App.: Toll, lean, and lanky 
F.S.: Fer Pity's sake 
P.P.: Failures 
Weak.: 95% 
Amb., To travel 
1962: Bus driver 
_j 
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DAWNA MARIE SCRATCH 
App.: Bookworm 
F.S.: Hey shortsl 
P.P.: Slowpoke1 
Weak.: Reading 
Amb.: librorion 
1962: Still reading 
ARLINE GRACE ALLEN 
App.: Feminine 
F.S.: Don't forget lo bring your money in, eh! 
P .P.: Two-legged pests 
Weak.: little fellas 
Amb.: Travelling secretary 
1962: Yankee 
OLGA LOVE KLEM 
App.:Comicol 
F.S.: Oh beans! 
P.P.: Girls al Wolkerville 
Amb.: Bowling manager 
1962: Raising Wolkerville-ites 
JACK CRAIG RAWLINGS 
App.: Short, blonde and bashful 
F.S.: I know! 
P.P.: Toll girls 
Weak.: Spanish anions from Spain 
Amb.: Butcher 
1962, Meat grinder 
FAY MARIE RAY 
App.: Happy-go-lucky 
F.S.: There's o sailor 
P.P.: English 
Weak.: Sailors 
Amb.: To be a wave 
1962: Seo Codet-elle 
EDWARD REDUCHA 
App.: Hefty 
F.S.: Show me how to tie a bow tie, Mr. Brawn 
P.P.: Homework 
Weok.: Photography 
Amb.: To be o photographer 
1962: Still clicking 
CLEAURA EVELYN ALLEN 
App.: Shy 
F.S.: I'll thump ya'I I 
P.P.: Windsor Spitfires 
Weak., American sold iers 
Amb.: To marry o soldier 
1962: Company holll 
AUDREY GAIL NEWMAN 
App.: Shrimp 
F.S.: I'll tell my mother 
P.P.: Brush cuts 
Weak.: Muscles 
Amb., To grow loll 
1962: lady wrestler 
HELEN MILDRED KOZAK 
App.: Cute 
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F.S.: Oh, Mr. Liddell, you're so cute 
P.P., School days 
Weak.: Block curly hair 
Amb.: Secretary 
1962: Raising a hockey team 
GLADYS IRENE ASH 
App.: Happy 
F.S.: Oh shoot! 
P.P.: Jimmy's admirers 
Weak.: Convertibles 
Amb., To learn haw lo swim 
1962: Floating 
DANIEL BALDOSSI 
App.: Athletic 
F.S.: Jeanie bobyl 
P.P.: Chickens 
Weak.: An 11 B student 
Amb.: To own o car 
ARLENE RODIE 
App., Soucy 
F.S.: Think you're smart eh? 
P.P.: Shorthand 
Weak.: Larry 
Arnb., Secretary 
1962: Stamping letters 
JOYCE PAULINE SAKALO 
Amb,: Sweet 
F.S.: Oh nol 
P.P.: Gelling stood up 
Weak.: Jim 
Amb.,To start working 
1962: Still learning shorthand 
CATHERINE ANNE TAY 
App.: Sulky 
F.S.: Oh nutsl 
P.P. : Bug les 
Wea k.: Books 
Amb.: To beat her sister's average (85%) 
1962, 50°/o but still trying 
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VIVIAN THELMA WARREN 
App., Shady 
F.S., Oh, peachy, dondy 
P.P., Boys who 90 steody 
Weak., Accordion players 
Amb., To pass shorthand 
1962, 32/100 
0 . Thorpe, Mr>. M. E. Crowford, W. S. Day. Mrs. J. Durrant, J. Gray 
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SHORT STORIES 
SPRING IS IN THE MOUNTAINS 
Spring hod come. Bubbling Brook had felt the en-
chanting touch. Art ferar's goats had detected it in the 
invigorating air. All noture knew,-and so did Nelly. 
Nelly knew because the Doctor was taking her to Town. 
For as long as she could remember, the occasion had 
been celebrated by the people, in going to Town. Nelly 
wished life would never end; there were many, many 
springs she would never know. 
Winter never had finesse or effeminate radiance in the 
mountains. It struck with a cold hand that brought to 
light the glory of its true nature. Winter came in ruthless 
magnificence and thus it left. Consequently the people 
of the mountains rejoiced, at its departure, and all gaily 
clamoured to Town, where there was Life. 
Pi~turing it all, Nelly chuckled. Oh, the men made 
such a fuss about women's foolish whims to come to Town 
but their eyes could never hide the dancing joy. Nelly 
could even hear them laughing hoarsely at Len Jacobs as 
he related the tale of "the bear that ju:;t got away." Some-
one told a flat story, probably Slim Mills, his stories were 
never funny, but all laughed heartily, just because they 
were men, and it was spring. 
" Hey, Bill's finally here!" All the men marched vigor-
ously up the steps of the Post Office, where they entered 
old hill-formers and come out, gentlemen of fashion, 
with their hair cropped close to their heads like fresh 
cut hoy, and their smooth-shoved chins fragrant with 
clover scent. Occasionally one of the younger gentlemen 
sacrificed his pride and joy for fashion's sake, but those 
who knew the way to a lady's heart left their beards for 
all, who i:ould see well, to take notice. 
Nelly knew well where the women would gather. The 
chatter and hum was heard from the Church to the Post 
Office, which marked the extreme ends of Main Street, 
and the Town. One might think the store was full of busy 
bees. Every now and then a high-pitched voice come into 
the hum and caused discord to the blended harmony but 
no one minded, except of course the bees. 
The women ordered bolts of material. Some were for 
gay print dresses, others for coarse, strong overalls. On 
the counters, jars of spices were lined neatly just in front 
of the scale so that when one looked through the jars, 
as it was impossible to look over, the numbers of the 
weighing machine become odd shapes and sizes and 
illegible. Every year there was a catalogue in the store, 
from the city; consequently a group in the corner, "Ohd" 
and "Ahd" at all the pictures. They refused to miss a 
page, not even those with the models of the new outomo-
biles that were overrunning the cities. Mrs. Ferar cried 
because, "Everything is so pretty and I wish I hod it all 
but, I haven' t!" She soon dried her eyes, in time to 
catch her son Jamie trying to take one of the shiny red 
apples that were stomped "Produce of the South". To 
the boy, they oJI seemed like mirrors and their tantalizing 
fragrance tempted him. The Storekeeper mode a mental 
note, "I'll hove to put those apples out of their reach, the 
little pests!" But the mental note soon faded froll) the at-
mosphere. It was Spring! 
More than anything Nelly loved the dance that was 
held, in the evening, at the huge born, everyone called, 
" The Old Holl" . The quaint strains, played by three vio-
lins, were rhapsodies to Nelly's ears. Those who seemed 
to sail around the room, had captured her heart, and 
Nelly's heart danced with them. Here everyone was to-
gether, young, old, relatives, and even those who con-
stantly quarrelled; all, bound by the happiness in their 
hearts and the music that mode the rafters ring out merri-
ment. No danger could ever touch these elements which 
composed the heart. 
Nelly's reverie ended suddenly. The Doctor must be 
ready. The old excitement overwhelmed her until she 
hod that lump in her throat. The Doctor entered her room. 
"Oh Nelly, I'm so sorry, my dear. Ken Lambeth hos 
hod on ottoc;;k ogoin. It's on emergency. I will hove to 
operate." Nelly did not hesitate. After she picked up her 
crutches, she slowly made her way to the door. 
" The nurse is ready, Doctor." 
Slowly, they drove north, away from the winding rood 
to Town, and festivities. The engine of the old car 
coughed and sputtered ond gasped trying to fill itself with 
the refreshing air. All nature knew it, and Nelly knew it. 
She sighed. 
"Spring is in the Mountains, Doctor!" 
First Prize 
-VICKY BOROTA 
FLIGHT TO FREEDOM 
The small group of people furtively hastened towards 
the distant glowing lights. They could hear the hounds 
baying in the distance. Ahead lay freedom; behind them, 
certain death. The night air was cold as the little group 
plodded onward. Out of the darkness which surrounded 
them, a small light appeared, which drew closer and 
closer' as they fled on their way. Th·e light was almost 
upon them. Did it belong to friend or foe? If it was a 
friend, they would be safe, if a foe, there would be instant 
death for attempting to flee the country. They stopped. 
The light shone on them. Hod their attempt been thwart-
ed? They stood there and waited as the beam of light 
moved still closer. 
Anna· Krasna had wanted to escape since the village 
had been incorporated under foreign rule. Together with 
Peter Troski, the village tailor, she had planned on escape 
route, by which they would flee the country. It hod been 
over a month since they had arranged everything, but 
both were watched so closely that they were unable to 
execute their pion. 
--
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Igor and Alexis Stochendo had also decided upon es-
cape. The two brothers were the village blacksmith~. 
They had no pion, and both knew how futile their attempt 
would be without one. By chance, they learned that Anna 
and Peter were planning to escape. The two brothers 
decided to cost their lot with the village tailor and Anno. 
The four hod decided on the date of escape. Everythirg 
was in readiness. Stealthily, one by one, they went to 
the appointed meeting place. Dusk had settled over the 
countryside os the four started on their way. They has-
tened lest they be seen and reported. As the night set in, 
they could see the distant lights across the border to free-
dom, when suddenly they hod been -::onfronted by this 
sudden light ... 
Anna stepped forward. The light followed her. There 
were muffled voices, and suddenly the four heard the 
jubilant whisper of " Anno, Peter, it is lvor and Kotrinka. 
We were also fleeing, and thought you were the border 
guards. " Relief swept over the four people. Now that 
their porly hod been enlarged by the two newcomers, they 
quickened their steps towards the border ... 
"The hounds scent something," one of the border 
guards shouted to the other. "Perhaps some of the pem-
ants ore trying to escape. If so, their only escape will be 
death." But both guards were unable to detect anything. 
They continued their patrol along the border ... 
The six breathless escapees had reached the border. 
The lights of the free city beckoned to them. They raced 
across and continued running until they heard footsteps 
and a shout, "Who goes there?" They stopped and turned. 
Hod the border guards spotted them and were they at-
tempting to take them bock? Instead of a burly border 
guard, a uniformed soldier stepped forward. 
"Are you on American?" These were Anna's first words. 
" Yes, came the reply. The six hod made good their 
escape. The flight to freedom was ended. 
Second Prize -LEON LEVINE 
LISTEN 
Alone in the corridor I had just let my books drop 
with a neat thud in front of my locker, and a silence fol-
lowed. Suddenly I heard a voice- "Povrquoi ne pe•JI· 
elle pas etre plus soigneuse de nous?" It was my French 
book complaining in a nasal whine. 
" Nos in hunc locum non ratus nostri iocit, " added the 
Latin text. 
"Meum tergum frongitur! " 
" This is even worse than lost year, " complained the 
Moths book. "Even though there were x times as many 
of us weighing y times as many pounds." 
" I agree with you, " piped up my history text in the 
broken tones of the aged. "Our condition reminds me of 
how crowded it was back in 431 B.C. when all the 
Athenians were brought within the walls of Athens, be-
cause a large force of Persians was besieging the city. 
We certainly have good reason to complain." 
"Oui, vous avez raison, sons doute," agreed my French 
book. 
Suddenly my geopietry set burst open with a "click", 
jobbing the compass into my book of poems which had 
been sitting back in a corner quietly taking in all that 
had been said. 
"Oh!" it shrieked w1th pain. "I hope you don't think 
I'm trying to complain. I know it is crowded, but could 
you restrain yourself from sticking your point into my 
bock again." 
I had been standing there stock still. Suddenly I moved 
my foot, was it just the pages I disturbed or did I hear a 
soft chorus of groans coming from the pile of books? 
Anyway I picked them up rather self-consciously and 
placed them gently on the shelf of my lo-::ker. 
A CAFETERIA 
Third P rize 
-SAM GRYMEK 
According to the New Universities Webster Dictionary, 
a Cafeteria is " a restaurant for self-help and quick ser-
vice. " The editor of this source of knowledge must hove 
had a cafeteria similar to ours in mind when he used l he 
expressions " self-help" and "quick-service" . Just as soon 
as the eleven forty-five bell rings, dismissing the K.C. I. 
students, there is a mad dash for lockers and lunches, and 
then the continued scramble upstairs to the third floor. 
They rush to get in line for their liquid nourishment ("Cho·c-
olote or white and please quit shoving " ) and then they rush 
to find one of those articles of furniture commonly known 
as a chair, which ore very, very scarce in our cafeteria. 
Now they ore settled. If they should happen to take 
o breather between tuna fish sandwiches and gossip, 
which they have been devouring simultaneously, and 
glance around them, they would find that although not so 
large, our dining-room serves its purpose. The luscious 
pink walls form a suitable background for the insistent 
chatter. The girls eat on one side, the boys on the other. 
The tables were assigned at the beginning of the year to 
the different classes, but with groans of "Oh, Mr. Ryan," 
a quick shift took place. After all, girlfriends simply must 
sit together and I imagine the order on the boys' side has 
varied considerably also! Prefects, which the same dic-
tionary defines as " commanders or governors, " keep C f· 
der. However, it is very seldom that they are forced :o 
exert their authority. Hot lunches, sandwiches and buns 
are available but most of the stud ents bring lunches from 
home. The members of the faculty who col at ~:hoo! 
have a lunchroom which is off the main part of the cafo-
teria. I understand that they have some lively discussions 
in there- just like we student.; ! 
At twelve o 'clock, a bell rings, and everyone having 
consumed ample, most of the students leave. By twelve-
fifteen everyone has left except this most ardent gossips. 
With reminders from Mr. Gi,bert, we try tokeep from firing 
oranges and lunch-bags but the lure of the wire baskets 
is often too great. It's so much more fun to practice 
o set-shot at them, rather than in the gymnasium, In the 
summer, we use Jackson Park as our cafeteria on the nice 
days quite often, but in the winter we use the Cafeteria 
for the full noon hour and it becomes a study room. Much 
of that important History assignment is finished there. Our 
lunch-room has often served as a meeting room and ev~n 
doubled as an auditorium for the assembly when our new 
gym floor wos being laid this year. Those students who 
are able to go home at noon may consider themselves 
lucky, but we who bring our lunches feel that they arc 
missing a lot of fun b-etween twelve and one on the third 
floor of Kennedy Collegiate. 
PAT McKENZIE-1 lA 
l st Prize-
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VICTIMS OF tlRCUMSTANCES 
Basketball, like other sports, is played throughout the 
world by people of many different creeds, colours, and 
races. This sport knows no such thing as racial intoler-
ance. It, in itself, is a good, clean, character-building 
game; however, the men who participate in it are not 
always as clean. Sometimes, as has been proven re· 
cently, the players are extremely dishonest. 
In 1 891, Jomes Naismith, who was an instructor at the 
Young Men's Christian Association College in Springfield, 
Massachusetts, was looking for a game which could be 
played indoors and which was not as rough as rugby, or 
football as it is commonly called. He did this research 
to allow boys who were not capable of playing that game 
to compete in another sport. 
Finally, after much work, Naismith invented a game 
called "box-ball." He asked the school janitor for some 
square boxes. The janitor had none but said that there 
were some bushel baskets in the basement. These were 
set up at opposite ends of the gymnasium. Afl ir expla:n. 
ing the details of the sport to ten boys, he began the 
first game of basketball. It was illegal for the players to 
fight or to perform any kind of body contact. This man 
underestimated the genius of a boy. He did not realize 
that a lad cculd get around these rules as done today. 
Now you see how perfectly simple and fo'r basketba!I 
was meant to be. Judging the game by certain compeli-
tors now, some peO'ple think that il is a rugged sport 
in which the main object is to cheat. This is not the only 
sport in which there is foul play. 
A great deal of blame is placed on the students be-
cause of the cheating, but is it really their fault? If they 
are promised by alumni to be given certain privileges 
if they attend a certain school, why shouldn't the ath-
letes accept money from gamblers who ask, not always 
to lose a game, but to win by a margin of only a -iew 
points. they go to school because of bribery, but this 
is "legal" for alumni are "honest men" who just make 
side bets, but aren't really professional gamblers; never-
theless, if bribes are accepted from "outsiders", it is 
a terrible crime, and they ore punished for it. 
Is this justice in true democratic fashion? It is asserted 
that some are definitely crooked, but most participanis 
are just victims of circumstances. 
As yet, this system has not invaded Canada, but if 
sports are allowed to become more important than educa-
tion, as in the country to the south, they con and will r.or-
rupt the schools of our fair land. We must not let this 
happen! 
KENNEDY 
BILL TEPPERMAN-
2 nd Prize 
WHY KENNEDY LOST THE FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
Play-off time had returned again. The last two years 
Kennedy Clippers had emerged from the W.S.S.A. and 
W.0.S.S.A. football competition with the title bunting. This 
year the team seemed to rest on their laurels throug,h the 
season and had just managed to obtain a playoff berth 
by means of a three-two record. 
The semi-final Kennedy-Assumption contest was pre-
dicted to be a thrilling tustle-as it was. The golden 
Clippers went through a spirited week of drill and had 
high team spirit at game-time. Fielding many compara-
tively_ inexperienced linemen Kennedy fell b:;?hind 12-6 
to a hard-charging Assumption line. The second half 
found the Clipper's spirit very much lessened and on!y a 
miracle allowed them to tie the score at 12-11 at '.he 
end of regulation time. Once again Kennedy found spirit 
and finally edged a very tired Assumption team 13- l 2. 
The some story as in the previous two years, s~w Ken-
nedy and Patterson battle it out for the prep championship. 
For some unseen reason the Clippers had lost all will to 
win and by the time they took the field there seemed to be 
absolutely no spirit. On an almost unplayable field Pat-
terson emerged victorious by the score of 13-1 and Ken-
nedy had lost her domination of collegiate football. 
Whether lack of team spirit, team leadership, or just 
plain " know how" lost the championship is not for me to 
say. It is certain that it was not due to school spirit or 
to team coaching-we had the best. 
MARVIN LARSEN 
l 3A-Third Prize 
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 
Farewell i:1 a word which con convey many emotions. 
Tonight we are conscious of them all. There is the joy 
and elation over the successful completion of our task. 
There is an inner pride which comes from the satisfaction 
of a job well done. There is also a tinge of regret in the 
knowledge that this may be the last time we shall ever 
assemble together. 
As we reflect on these thoughts, our minds pause for 
an instant. We have had many wonderful experi,ences 
here. The memories of these moments will linger with us 
long after much of our academic training has been for-
gotten. Nevertheless we can see that they have both 
been of vital importance. We are aware now, even more 
than before of the value of this education. It is the 
foundation upon which we must build our entire lives. 
The time hos come when we must complete the conistruc-
tion. Little difficulty should be encountered for Kennedy 
has given us a fine start. 
Before our final departure it i-5 fitting that we take 
on inventory. Just what has this school meant to us? To 
some she may appear little more than cold stone and 
brick, nothing but an inanimate building. To each one 
of us here tonight her meaning goes far beyond these 
limits. To us she has been both comforter and task-
master. Around her ore clustered the pleasant memories 
of the greatest period in our lives. 
Although our paths hove already led us in many direc-
tions, common memories of the blue and gold fuse us 
back together again. We can all recall, as though it were 
tonight, the many crisp autumn evenings we have watched 
a Clipper football squad in action. Win, lose or draw, 
they were our ~oys and we were proud of them. In addi-
tion to the many athletic .events, there was the thrill of 
other enterprises: social activities, cadet inspections, and 
that fabulous Kennedy Kornival. Then, too, there ore the 
memories of the many lasting friends that hove had their 
origins here. 
Besides these obvious recollections there are a host of 
little incidents which will have only individual meanings-
the way your dote looked the night of that first prom; the 
lengthy bull! sessions with your classmates; perhaps the 
day you baffled the teacher and yourself with that bril-
liant answer; maybe the joy of a class party, or the en-
chantment of a Stardust Night. These are only a few, 
<:011 ,;,,,,. • ., "" 1• .. g,• 21 
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If you are between 17 and 25, the Royal Canadian 
Navy offers YOU a life of adventure-foreign travel 
- opportunities for advancement - good rates of 
pay - 30 days annual leave with pay - a pension 
to be earned! For details, write or see in person 
the Recruiting Officer at 
t 
H. M .C. S. HUNTER 
OUELLETTE AVE. 
Royal Canadian Navy 
CH.Va. •. 
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OFF THE BEATEN TRACK 
Come, here is a pleasant country lane 
Winding lazily beneath the trees, 
And pausing on its silent way to nowhere 
To wait for us to follow if we please. 
A little sparrow cocks his saucy head 
While watching us from out one beady eye. 
He adds his invitation to the road's 
And we turn down the path we should pass by. 
A meadow dotted bright with dandelions 
And massed with daisies, dips to meet a brook 
Which flowing aimlessly upon its way, 
Enlivens with its laughter each green nook. 
And from the clover in the nearby fields 
The constant hum of insects fills the air. 
A shy grey squirrel dashes to a tree 
And safely in its branches, turns to stare. 
With peaceful mind we saunter on and on, 
Enjoying nature's wonders as we roam, 
And then our wayward path rejoins the world, 
leading us back 'till we are close to home. 
Our busy world is filled with rush and roar 
And busy people bowed by care and stress. 
It takes a country lane to beckon us 
And show us how to find true peacefulness. 
JASMINE 
In heat of summer days 
With sunshine all ablaze, 
First Prize Senior 
-WENDY OLLIS 
Here, here are cool green bowers, 
Starry with Jasmine flowers, 
Sweet-scented, like a dream 
Of fairyland they seem. 
And when the long hot day 
At length has worn away, 
And twilight deepens, 'till 
The darkness comes-then, still, 
The glimmering Jasmine white 
Gives fragrance to the night. 
Second Prize Senior 
-ANN PARTINGTON 
THE MOUNTAIN GOAT 
He spans the crag on narrow hoof, 
Close to the sun and distant blue; 
His wild blood thrills as he stands aloof, 
Gazing at a patchwork of far off hue. 
The wrinkled sea of forests green, 
Never will interest the king of the heights; 
Here in the land where he is supreme, 
There's ne'er a marauder to question his rights. 
Third Prize Senior, 
-RON FERRIS 
A K.C.I. STUDENT ON MONDAY 
It's Monday morning, just nine twenty-two, 
Oh how I wish there were something to do 
To keep me from yawning and nodding my head. 
Those lucky people who stay in bed 
Till noon don't know what it's all about-
I guess I'll just sit here and pout. 
From my little desk in the second row 
I can see Jackson Park all covered with snow. 
Did you ever see such a pretty tree-
What did she say?-Oh-templum, templi - - -
That's second declension,-or maybe it's three; 
Oh well, it won't make any difference to me-
The Easter exams won't come until spring 
That's when I'll do my studying. 
Just five minutes more and the bell will ring; 
Then everyone will start bustling 
Upstairs and downstairs, to and fro, 
Taking the longest route to go 
To the next classroom, where they may 
Yawn for another eighth of the day. 
PAT STAGG-JOA 
-First Prize Junior 
K.C.I. 
While on a bus the other day, 
I chanced to hear some people say, 
"What is that stately building there 
With spacious lawns and landscape fair?" 
I said with joy and rightful pride, 
That's K.C.I. where I reside 
To learn the worthwhile things in life, 
To work and play o 'ercoming strife. 
SHIRLEY ANN BELL-1 OC 
Second Prize Junior 
, 
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ODE TO THE SOVEREIGNS 
"The King is dead. God save the Queen!" 
Those age old words ring out. 
Death came suddenly, unforeseen, 
And as silently glided out. 
God from this troubled world did take 
A man with high ideals 
He did his duty for a notion's sake 
His soul to God is sealed. 
" God save our gracious Queen" 
From on Empire's throat rings clear. 
A stately Queen takes o'er the helm. 
To steer her nation clear. 
MIRIAM OKSANEN 
Third Prize Junior 
EXAMINATIONS 
What makes your face grow pole and thin, 
What makes you lose your double chin, 
What causes level heads to spin, 
Creates in tranquil minds a din? 
Examinations. 
What gives your brow those lines of care, 
What makes those gray threads in your hair 
What makes your conscience say "Beware!" 
Your knees to shake, your eyes to stare? 
Examinations. 
What makes you study all the night, 
And burn your father's precious light, 
Until next day you look a sight, 
To keep awake requires a fight? 
Examinations. 
Oh, woe is me! ~ long to see 
This pleasant land where there will he, 
A time when everyone is free 
From those dire things that worry me-
Examinations. 
-BEN HARRISON-108 
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE" 
We never praise the tuna, 
Who lays a million eggs, 
Or even the poor caterpillar, 
With his many hairy legs. 
But in the farmyard yonder, 
Strutting 'round her built-in pen, 
You can hear the loud, shrill cockling, 
Of the old grey hen. 
Now the tuna never cackles 
To show what she has done, 
But "henny" sinls and cackles, 
Even, H it's only one. 
We never praise the tuna, 
But praise the hen her prize, 
Which only proves t·he saying, 
" It pays to advertise". 
By TED WILSON-1 OB. 
J'ALEDICTORl' Co11ti1111e<I from l'aJ!.e 18 
each of us could add many more to this list. It can be 
seen that when all of these small apparently insignificant 
memories a,re pieced together they form a complete pic-
ture of our lives here, a picture whose beauty, in our 
eyes, has increased many fold in the short interval since 
last June. 
However, our gratitude goes far deeper than that for 
beautiful memories alone. We are beginning to value 
the principles which have been instilled in us. We are 
aware now of the fact that these are the only guides we 
have and that with them we must navigate many troubled 
waters. In this respect we have been very fortunate. 
Our leaders were the very best, the teachers at Kennedy 
are unexcelled. In our long association with them the 
only criticism which we might suggest is that they have 
sheltered us too much. For never again can we expect 
to find assistance such as they have offered. 
Supplementing the work of our teachers have been the 
lessons we hove taught one another. Between these two 
sources we hove gained a fine first-hand knowledge of 
the fundamentals underlying a democratic society. We 
hove seen that democracy must go far beyond the toler-
ant stage before it con be effective. Here we hove 
worked and played together, accepted each other as in-
dividuals, and become mutually enriched in the process. 
Within these walls we hove token that mysterious element 
called the government, broken it down, examined it, 
used it, and come to the conclusion that we ore the gov-
ernment. This capacity can only be kept by taking on 
active port, accepting benefits and responsibilities on on 
equal basis. 
These fundamental beliefs will be as applicable in the 
years lo come as they hove been in the los:t five. There-
fore any success which we may have will only be partially 
ours. A large percentage of it will rightfully belong to 
our school and to our teachers. 
In a class of this size it is reasonable to assume that a 
few may be destined for some measure of fame. How-
ever, the majority of us will continue to pursue the quiet 
unspectacular lives of overage citizens. For contrary to 
many theories contentment is not based on fame or 
wealth, but upon the inner conviction of having led o 
constructive, worthwhile life. 
As a group of young men and women we have definite 
ideas as to the future. It is needless to soy that having 
spent our formative years at Kennedy, we shall take with 
us a keen appreciation for this entire way of life. To be 
most effective on experience such as we have just com-
pleted should take place in a world free of fears. We 
pledge ourselves to a realization of this dream, not only 
for those who will follow directly in our footsteps, but for 
yoeth everywhere. Then some day they too, will under-
stand the heaviness that shrouds us now. 
Tonight is truly a porting of the ways. Nevertheless, 
whatever we may do or whatever fortunes may befall us 
we shall always recall with grateful hearts that grand old 
custodian of learning, Kennedy Collegiate. For impro-
vising on the words of Lincoln we con truthfully say, "All 
that we ore or ever hope to be we owe to thee." 
-ARLINGTON DUNGY, University of Toronto. 
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INTER-SCHOOL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
Motto: To know Christ and to make Him known. 
Origin-Cambridge University, England. 
Aim-To unite Christians in fellowship, and lead others 
to a saving knowledge of Christ. 
Purpose-To meet in high schools to learn how God 
expects His creatures to live; to help promote high stan-
dards of morality, brotherly love, regardless of race, 
creed, or colour; to impart knowledge leading to internal 
salvation in God's heavenly kingdom. 
John 3: J 6-For God so loved the world that He gave 
His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in Him 
should not perish but have everlasting life. 
Programme-Sing inspiration, questions, announce-
ments, Bible discussion. 
Socia/ Events-Week-end conferences, summer camps, 
High school rallies, picnics, dinners, films, sports. 
We wish especially lo thank our school sponsor, Mr. 
Walter. 
OUR CAMERA CLUB 
Once again the time has come 
To join our happy group, 
The camera lovers gather here 
To learn the things to do. 
Enlarging, printing, and painting, too, 
All these things, we offer you. 
The service is free, and so are we, 
To do must anything-the room is dark, 
But there's a clock, to guide our evil deeds. 
Our Camera Club has been here long 
And here's our praise to you: 
You're helpful, hopeful and full of fun, 
THANKS a load, for what you've been through. 
-EDWARD REDUCHA 
SINGING ALONG 
The thirty-four members of the Mixed Glee Club have 
worked hard this year, but we enjoyed every minute of 
the time we spent on Thursdays after school. 
So far, we have sung in the Christmas assembly when 
we presented "Let Us Break Bread Together" and our 
group of boys sang the popular and well-known "01' Man 
River." 
After Christmas we practised for the Secondary 
Schools' Festival. Our numbers were, "Go Down Moses" 
and "Let Us Break Bread Together". 
The president of the group is Rosemary Collins; vice-
president, Mike Gretes; librarian, Bob Parent. 
Our thanks go to Miss McNeil who directs us and gives 
her time and help. 
-SHEILA COLLINS. 
ORCHESTRA 
Every week, twenty-seven students are missing one 
period from school. While their school mates are slaving 
over books, these members of the Kennedy Collegiate 
orchestra, under the capable direction of Mr. Wass, are 
struggling over a stubborn introduction, that just won't 
come! 
The fame of the orchestra is not confined only to Ken-
nedy. Pictures and a fine C:ccount appeared in The Star 
some time ago. 
Among the many pieces in the orchestra's repertoire 
are "The Merry Widow Waltz", "No Other love", "Be-
cause of You" , and "There's No Tomorrow". The orches-
tra has provided the music for many assemblies, and 
played in the Secondary Schools Music Festival on 
March 4th. 
With a fine year behind it, the orchestra is looking 
forward to an even more successful year in 19 53. 
-ROSEMARY COLLINS 
.............................................................. 
Queen's University 
Kingston, Ontario 
Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841 
ARTS-Courses leading to the degree of B.A. an<l 
B.Com. Part of the work may be done by 
Summer School and correspondence. 
SCIENCE--Courses leading to the degree of B.Sc. 
in Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geo· 
logy, Physics; and in Mining, Metallur-
gical, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering. 
GRADUATE courses in Arts and Science leading 
to the degrees of M.A., M.Com., 
M.Sc. and Ph.D. 
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the degrees of 
M.D., C.M., and M.Sc. (Med.); Dip-
loma of Public Health, and Diploma 
in Medical Radiology. 
NURSING COURSE-Courses leading to the de-
gree of B.N.Sc. 
COMBINED courses in Arts and Physical and 
Health Education leading to the B.A., 
B.P.H.E. degrees. 
j 
I 
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Dear Diar)4: November, 19 51 
This has really been a swell night. We had a big 
sock-hop since there was no football game. Socks were 
required because of our beautiful new gym floor, and it 
was fun sliding around in stocking feet. As a surprise 
added attraction, a television set was installed in one 
corner where everyone could watch the Joe Louis fight. 
This is the only big dance we have had so far, but we've 
had short Sock-Hops after the games. Everybody enjoys 
these dances so much and hopes they will continue. The 
whole school is very grateful to the "Star-Dusters" and 
especially Mr. Laframboise for all of their work in stag-
ing these dances. 
Dear Diary: December, 1951 
The "Third Annual Sleighbell Prom" was held tonight 
and the gym was certainly beautiful. First to greet the 
dancers were Santa Claus and Rudolph, his favourite rein-
deer, sailing across a sky topped by silver letters spelling 
"Merry Christmas" behind the bandstand. 
The coke stand was flanked by gay, old-fashioned 
lanterns which illuminated the red and white striped 
"North Pole". Snow-laden chimneys with silver moons 
and shining stars peeping over the edge decked the back-
boards and the traditional Christmas tree in the middle of 
the gym completed the Christmas atmosphere. The girls 
received real candy-cones tied with perky red bows for 
favours. 
A highlight of the evening was the grand march held 
after intermission. Everyone seemed to be having an es-
pecially wonderful time and the dance was a huge success. 
Dear Diary: February, 1952 
Although it was a week late because of the death of 
King George VI, our Valentine tea dance, called the 
"Lovers' leap", was a huge success. The backboards 
were each adorned with a big frilly heart and red stream-
ers hung from the balcony. There was a large crowd and 
everyone danced and danced. Chocolate hearts and 
lollipops were presented to the winners of the spot and 
elimination dances. There was an original version of the 
broor., dance, with a coke box taking the place of the 
broom. Paul Pennington, who was the unfortunate holder 
of the box when the music ended, had to push the box 
across the floor with his elbows, amid shouts of laughter. 
· At six o'clock everyone was demanding another tea dance 
soon. The Social Committee has worked hard this year 
and are to be complimented on the fine jobs they have 
done at the dances. The hard-working chairman was 
Mary Bell, and other members were Joyc;e Safranc:e, 
Nancy Pennington, Joyce Thibodeau, Marnie French, Mar-
garet Spencer, Janet McWilliams, Eliz. Jennings, John Lor-
enzen, Chuck Safrance, and Paul Pennington. 
~.R.t' 
Dear Diary: March, 19 52 
A glittering gold "K" which revolved slowly in the mid-
dle of the floor was the centre of attraction at our 1 8th 
annual K-Hop. Happy couples whirled under a canopy of 
blue and gold streamers and on each backboard were the 
letter and colours of a different school. Bill Richardson's 
orchestra played on a bandstand over wh(ch blue and 
gold steamers formed a shell. The coke stand blended 
with the blue and gold theme and was lighted on each 
side by a jaunty old-fashioned lantern. The couples re-
ceived dance programs as favours and multi-coloured bal-
loons were released in the middle of the dance. The huge 
crowd, which included many from other schools, all 
seemed to enjoy the dance, which marks the last big 
social event of Kennedy's school year. 
-ELIZABETH JENNINGS. 
.............................•.........................••.. 
ALMA COLLE GE 
ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO 
Residential School for Girls, offering well organ-
ized courses in the following departments: 
High School to Grade XIII 
Secretarial Scienc~ 
Home Economics 
Music, including Piano, Voice, 
Theory, Violin 
Fine Art 
Interior Decoration and Handicrafts 
Dress Design 
MODERN CLASSROOMS AND LABS. 
GYMNASIUM AND SWIMMING POOL 
BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL 
Illustrated Prospectus may be obtained on re-
quest to the Principal. 
. ......................................................... . 
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CADET OFFICERS 
Second Row-C/ Lt. D. Rowe, C/ Lt. T. Ellwood, C/ lt. M. Brown, C/ Capt. R. Pull, C/Lt. B. HarTison, C/Copl. D. Noble, C/Maj. G. Tronionko, C/ Maj. 
G. Stedelbauer, C/ lt. J. Foote, C/Maf. D. Allen. 
First Row-C/ Lt. J. Clifford, C/ ll. R. Penne,y, C/ lt. II. Hladysh, C/ Maj. S. McKay. C/ lt. Col. D. Eng, C/ ll. I. Zeleney, C/ lt. J. Rezler, C/ Capt. C. 
Kovinsky, C/ ll. J. Clifford, C/ Maj. E. Long, 
Cadet-Major George Tronianko, who has been 
chosen to attend Cadet Camp at Banff. 
The Kencoll regrets that a detailed account of the 
activities of our 1950-1951 Cadets is not available 
this year. However though they did not quite mea-
sure t;i.P to Lord Strathcona Trophy standards, they 
made a fine showing at their inspection, and are to 
be congratulated for a very successful year. 
t 
Please Pat'lonize 
t'Ju'l ~dve'ltise'1s 
Photographer: "Do you want a big or a small picture?" 
Larry: "Small one." 
Photographer: "Then close your mouth." 
Teacher: "What do you call a person who keeps on 
talking even when no one is listening." 
May: "A teacher." 
Churchill: "Last night ·1 dreamt I was premier of the 
world.'' 
Truman: "I also dreamt I was made a premier." 
Stalin: "I don't remember appointing either of you." 
The "NEW LOOK" adds another problem. Before you 
could see if a girl was knock-kneed, now you have to 
listen. 
Bruce: "Doctor, my head swims." 
Doctor: "Yes, anything hollow usually floats." 
Gerry: "Did you ask me something?" 
Jacky: "Oh, I've changed my mind." 
Gerry: "Does the new one work better?" 
He took his auntie riding 
Though icy was the breeze 
He put her in the rumble seat 
To see his auntie freeze. 
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EXCHANGE 
As Exchange Editor this year, may I take this oppor-
tunity to extend my thanks to the other Exchange Editors 
of the following schools who so kindly included us in their 
mailing list for their very interesting magazines: 
VOLT-Ingersoll C.I. 
BLUE AND WHITE-Walkerville C.I. 
HERMES--Humberside C.!. 
HELLO-Brentford C.I. 
LAUREL-Listowel District High School 
PATRICIAN-Patterson C.I. 
EASTERN ECHO-Eastern High School of Commerce. 
VULCAN-Central Technical School 
These books were greatly enjoyed not only by myself 
but also by other members of the Kencoll staff and the 
student body. 
Mr. Knopp (after o strenuous 12A French lesson): Som!! 
time ago my doctor told me to practice early every 
morning with dumpells. Will the class please report to-
morrow morning before breakfast? 
-Blue and White 
S-::ene: A school cafeteria. 
Student: "What kind of soup is this?" 
Waitress: "It's bean soup." 
Student: "I don't care what it's been. What is it now?" 
-Hermes 
Mr. Ward: Take this sentence, "Let the cow be taken 
to the pasture." What mood? 
Student: The cow. 
-Eastern Echo 
Teocher: What would Christopher Columbus be doing 
if he was alive today 
Student: Collecting an old age pension. 
-Eastern Echo 
GARY BENNETI 
A surgeon, an architect and a politician were arguing 
as to whose profession was the oldest. 
"Eve was made from Adam's rib," said the surgeon, 
"and that was a surgical operation." 
"Yes," agreed the architect, " but prior to that, order 
was c:reated out of chaos and that was an architectural 
job." 
"But," spoke up the politician proudly, " who do you 
think created the chaos?" 
13 
It may well be said that Grade 13 has its fingers 
in every pie, at least every activity at Kennedy. Leading in 
cheers that "raise the roof" are Joyce Safrance, Liz Jen-
nings and David Schwartz. Dave Eng is the president of 
the Forum and is doing a wonderful job. Marv Lersen 
was captain of the rugby team, and many Grade 13 boys 
formed the nucleus of the Rugby and Basketboll teams. 
The girls kept up their end in the sports line. Sue Purton 
was the captain of the Senior Girls' Volleyball team, and 
Cathy Werte and Pat Crompton were star members of the 
Girls' Basketball team. In the musical life of the school, 
Grade 13 is well represented. Rosemary Collins, Dave 
Pyke, and Ron Saunders are all members of the Octette. 
Liz Jennings and Joyce Eastman are our great tennis and 
badminton players. Nearly everybody in Grade 13 had 
something to do with the Kencoll with Shirley Youell and 
Marjorie Wilson, Editors, and Walter Yaworsky Business 
Manager. 
As far as parties were concerned, the senior students 
must have had as many parties as the rest of the classes 
combined. When most others were seeking shelter from 
the damp cold, our courageous, bold and adventurous 
students huddled around a cheery fire made from the 
next door neighbour's boat, and succeeded in having a 
very hearty time- drinking pop, munching hotdogs and 
telling jokes. The next party was at the home of David 
Pyke. One of the largest crowds ever seen turned up. 
Nobody knew anybody, but that mode no difference. 
Then a big "do" was held before and after Commence-
ment at Marg Lanspeary's house. Three m~re parties 
equally as big and successful, were held at Pat Crampon 's, 
Cathy Werte's and Mary Kilpatrick. The boys' knees still 
hurt from playing musical knees at Cathy's. Don't they 
boys? 
Altogether, what with parties and sports and clubs, 
Grade 13 has become to us one of the most wonderful 
years o f our lives. 
P.S. There are several questions which have been both-
ering the seniors: 
1. Has Mr. Bi shop's chair ever tipped? 
2. How does Mr. Ward know just when to wake up 
our live-wire Latin students with a blast of polar air? 
3. Where does Miss Vrooman get her supply of hum-
bugs? 
4. Has Mr. Knapp got special connections direct to 
a cough candy supply company? 
5. Why does Mr. Fox blush when we ask him certain 
questions during Zoology? 
-Rosemary Collins 
····························································································································· 
Best Wishes to 
KENNEDY STUDENTS 
from 
5~' "W I NDSO R'S LARGEST D E PA R TM PN T S TO R E " 
····························································································································· 
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PREFECTS 
Third Row-D. Eng. R. Osborne, E. Rilell, 8. Gee, J. Madill, C. Werte, M. Wilson, S. Purtan. 
Second Raw S. White, l. Gray, D. Schwartz, D. Pyke, W. Yawarsky, J. Eastman, S. Youell, M. Kilpatrick, P. Best. 
Firs t Raw-8. Fletcher, V. Fathers, R. Saunders, G. Duncon (head prefect), Mr. Fax, J. Safronce (head prefect), P. Crompton, M. Se ll, E. Jennings. 
12A 
I 2A's first party was held early in October, at the home 
of Barbara Vincent and was a great success. This was 
only a preview of things to come. Since that time, we have 
enjoyed several other delightful parties. We do not limit 
our activities to parties alone. 12A has representatives in 
every school sport. We a lso hove others in the glee club, 
on the rifle team, Forum, Kencoll staff, and in many o ther 
activities. Then, too there is much talent in 12A, as was 
shown to the best advantage when we staged an assembly 
relying solely upon. our own siudents. Joyce Thibodeau 
and George Stedelbauer placed second and third respec-
tively in the school orotoricols. Although our scholastic 
averages may not hove reached astronomical proportions, 
we ore proud of our class. We hove had a successful be-
ginning and we anticipate an equally successful future. 
-Michael Gretes 
l2B 
It is pert' near the end of the year now, and the end of 
Mr. Fox's patience, waiting to get his plunger back fer 
the sinks . . . l 2B and the janitors have been around! 
The following are a few additions the students feel a need 
for in the laboratory: a fire extinguisher for the crocks, an 
F.A.I. (Female Assistant Instructor) for the boys, and an 
M.A.I. for the girls, graphite test tubes, rubber stoppers 
marked top and bottom, a new budget plan, and some-
thing lo remove a yellow stain that resembles nicotine. 
Everyone in the class participated in some school activity 
from cheerleading (Hy Shapiro) to Oratoricals (Jeon Mir-
sky. The class has had two parties during the year. The 
first V(Os on Hallowe'en preceded by a scavenger hunt, al 
Shirley Wallace's house (the neigl'lbors are still com-
plaining). Later during the Christmas holidays, the class 
hod a hoy ride. Remember the day you heard the won-
derful three piece band and more talent from 12B? 
Everyone enjoyed putting on the assembly and we should 
put on more. Lost but not least, we would all like to 
thank our home-room teacher, who has made Chemistry 
very interesting and lots of fun. 
12( 
In the morning at nine o'clock 
We go to English with Miss Gray 
And there our heads we really stock 
With shorter poems and Kim today. 
Then off to History we do fly; 
Our studies, so well organized, 
Make Miss Patterson then rely 
On our home work not done or tried. 
From here we go to Geometry 
Where Miss Stewart is once more 
With proposition three and three, 
Trying to teach us the old score. 
We go then to our Chemistry c lass; 
Mr. Fox wit h test-tube and flask 
Showing us how a bottle of gas 
Can make in June a way to pass. 
I guess 1'11 stop before noon now 
And let you eat on the top floor 
Because you get hungry, and how! 
So good-bye till one and four. 
-JOE CIMER. 
l 
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TO THE GRADUATING CLASS 
WHERE NOW? 
Before Making Your Decision As To Your Future Career, We 
Invite You To Investigate the Opportunities That Can 
Be Yours As A Result Of Thorough Training 
in the 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAL 
or 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
COURSES 
As sponsored by the Business Educators' Association of Canada and 
taught in their affiliated member schools across Canada. 
W.B.C. is the only school in South-Western Ontario placing successful 
graduates from these courses in superior office positions. 
W RITE FOR FULL INFORMATION 
WINDS 
• 
1 R. J. SERVICE, Principal and Owner 
2nd and 3rd Floors 15 Chatham St. 
Bank of Montreal East 
Building Phone: 3-4921 Windsor 
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CLASS 9B 
Third Row-J. While, W. Nontou, S. Cieslowski, 
C. Binns, D. Thorpe, D. Creclun, D. 
Thorne, P. Gillespie, I. Mason, R. 
Clarke. 
Second Row- J. South, J. Lischeron, W. Noble, J. 
Moore, M. Wright, K. Palmer, D. 
Prime, 0. Dennison, V. Mackie, R. 
Simpson, D. Scoulfield, T. Moore. 
Fiut Row-D. Fleming, B. Mueller-Welt, M. Smith, 
M. Waronchok, 8. Armstrong, H. J. lo• 
fromboise, E. White, P. Hoffman, M. 
Toy, J. Summerlond, D. McDonald. 
CLASS 9D 
Third Row-K. Plumb, G. Mills, l. Bondy, J. Mur-
dock, B. Strevell, G. Shelly, J. Fobu, 
J. G. Smith, D. lone, F. Bennett, D. 
Dunlevy. 
Second Row-J. Hoover, F. Daichendt, K. Walton, 
F. Reid, S. Wolfe, A. Beosse, l. Rus-
sette, K. Wed loke, H. Brecko, J. 
Daichendt, B. Mitchell. 
First Row-H. Slock, J. Connoy, B. Bradley, A. De· 
guire, G. Payne, Mr. Wass, M. Knight, 
N. Santin, M. Morsholl, P. Hudson, M. 
Holli. 
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CLASS 9A 
Third Row-A. Binder, l. Humphrey, A. Gerenser, 
S. Higginbottom, H. Walker, D. lob-
zun, B. Barrott, G. Brooks, P. Hubble, 
J. Budo. 
Second Row-E, Ciesluk, B. Whiteman, C. Czwor-
nog, E. Ad1£r, J. Eogen, S. Stewart, 
E. Russell, B. McCroe, B. Winter, W. 
Actomick, G. Morgito , J. Alexander. 
First Row-l. Highland, A. Duxter, H. Mann, D. 
Crowley, S. Stroud, Mr. Chapman, M. 
Byrnes, A. Wegrzynowicz, D. Holland, 
H. Wiwcharuk, S. Chivers. 
CLASS 9C 
Third Row-P. Goddard, R. Woodall, G. God-
win, R. Duchene, R. Dunseoth, F. 
Whituell, W. Katzman, M. Show, D. 
Bowes, I. Hughes, H. loner. 
Second Row-R. Burke, I. Ferrer, G. Coldwell, J. 
Pritchard, l. ll nicky, V. Morzin, D. 
Seal, D. Woll, D. Spendlove, J. Spir-
off, D. Darling, J. Pollock, A. 
Slutzky. 
first Row-E. Screpnek, S. Troy, I. Elford, D. 
Walker, H. Quick, Miss Bondy, D. Kri,-
tinovich, R. Wood,, S. Pearse, J. Spen-
cer, V. Arm ,trong. 
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CLASS 9E 
Third Raw-A. Walls, J. Jensen, H. Herbrand, J. 
Rogers, F. Owchar, F. Pival, Miss Mc-
Neil, S. Hulett, E. Marshall, G. Lun-
dy, J. Suzncvich, W, Margan. 
Second Raw-E. Birce, A. Rutherford, G. Harris, E. 
Penrose, S. Collins, S. Ross, J. Clark-
son, P. Thompson, 0. Robski, l. 
Smith, D. Weorne, J. Gimpel. 
First Row- G. Beausoleil, B. Vickers, J. Graff, B., 
Cook, B. Buchanon, M. Donnelly, A. 
Banks, H. Uirvolo, I. Smislu, E. Butosi. 
CLASS 9G 
llhird Row-K. Malcolm, D. Hutchinson, R. Fronk, 
B. Nagy, G. Sills, J. Gendler, R. Geli-
nas, G. McAuslon. 
Second Row-B. Mackie, D. Soby, M. Zimmerman, 
M. Charette, S. Girard, N. Graham, 
B. St. Pierre, V. Tratechoud, J. Be, 
linski, D. Todorov, D. Renaud, A. 
Bergoine, C. Rochemont. 
First Row-P. Crowder, S. Dupuis, P. Burke, S.. 
Ulion, P. Thornton, Mr. B. Unger, IJ.. 
Conn, P. Fitch, J. Levesque, J. 
Hamillon. 
CLASS 9F 
Third Row-H. Slack, H. Robillard, D. Brown, B. 
Verner, E. Forster, G. Masse, A. John• 
son, C. Harris, B. Weddell, I. Dodick. 
Second Row-V. Racovitis, V. Hollelreud, H. Dos-
ter, K. Blandford, H. Smith, F. Mc· 
Ludie, B. J. Middleton, I. Barret, B. 
Buller, S. Mallat, M. Dean, M. Forsey. 
First Row-E. Berger, l. Ford, M. M. Ward, C. 
Schranz, Mrs. Hogarty, C. Patri ck, B. 
Vincent, S. Rising, V. llnicki, J, 
Lindsey. 
CLASS 9S 
Third Row- J. Morgan, E. Yancy, B. Robinson, K. 
Johnson, D. Jennings, B. Cawskill, M. 
Marleau, K. Goulding, G. Walker, L. 
Heslip. 
Second Raw-G. O'Brien, G. Hattan, B. Bannis-
ter, J. Greenway, N. long, T. Knap-
per, R. Robinson, M. Young, W. 
Ulicny, J. Cooper, E. Gambeta, J, 
Stebelski. 
First Row-J. Danaher, D. Renaud, S. South, G. 
Brusutti, Mr. Brown, P. Green, B. 
Klinger, M. Yeozel, A. Wonden, J. 
Dowers. 
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CLASS 108 
Third Row-J. Partington, T. Wilson, B. Tomp• 
son, D. Snider, D. Thornton, L. Whip-
ple, D. Maven, D. Leiper. 
Second Row-B. Harrison, J. Maddock, "· Weleok, 
C. Fcench, W. Slack, P. Safrance, D. 
Cole, E. Gaza, T. Parkinson. 
First Raw-B. Mclaughlan, S. Bruni, B. Tu:zin, D. 
Lewis, Mr. Letourneau, M. Davidson, G. 
Bzdziuck, A. Deneika, M. Wightman. 
Absenl-M. Nelson. 
CLASS 100 
Third Row-M, Westlake, D. Campbell, G. Claus, 
G. Soucie, B. Hayes, M. Lyzen. 
Second Row-G. Enns, D. George, N. P,arr, J. 
Clarkson, N. Kaake, C. Gelinas, H. 
Curtis, M. Edwards. 
First Row-H. Pyclik, B. Bruce, B. Flavell, l. Corle, 
Mr. Ward, A. Benca, C. Trimble, S. Stol-
archuk, M. Ohanen. 
Absent-T. Davison. 
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CLASS 10A 
Third Row-D. Madill, l. Zellig, J. Zeleney, D. 
McKerrow, G. Tuck, l. Cohen, D. 
Phillips, R. Ash, J. Ruttle, R. Nykor. 
Second Row-J. Burke, H. Waller, J. McWilliam, 
M. Weber, M. Turcon, Miss D. Hope, 
B. Yuffy, C. Dilamarter, M. Ing, M. 
Pritchard, J. Swalwell. 
First Row-A. Merriam, M. Switzer, P. Stagg, J. 
Sudermann, M. Rapow y, B. Maryano-
vich, S. Cohen, J. Matthews, M. Ciu-
punskas, D. Merriman. 
CLASS lOC 
Third Row-E. Fathers, J. Kiss, G. Rogers, B. Saw-
chuck, D. Duchene, D. Burallo, R. 
Coutts, 0. Maksimowich, G. Corchis. 
Second Row-D. Humphries, l. Truscott, J. Twigg, 
8. Shuttleworth, M. Vanderbeck, L. 
Yaciuk, K. Young, E. Zemla .. 
First Raw-J. Merrill, S. Kratz, S. Kerr, J. Snyder, 
C. Tobin, S. Bell, D. Chapman, G. 
Jones, M. Ondricko, J. Forster. 
Absent-S. Baum, M. Ducharme. 
----------~-- ~---------~~ J.... 
I.. 
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CLASS lOE 
Third Row- P. Pennington, Fred Mortin, Keith 
Simpson, E. Serbonivich, 8. Hlodysh, 
E. Gagnon, T. Gawley, J. Wighton. 
Second Row-R. Bielich, J. Szorik, S. Ellis, 8. 
Mouey, M. J. Allan, J. McNaughton, 
L. Bink. 
Front Row-M. Kerr, 0. Cotes, M. J. Ellis, J. long, 
Mr. Thomson, L. ~ussette, J. Mi!chell, 
D. Doan, D. Czapla. 
Absent-Ron Brown, H. Silve,, ll. Mirsky, K. 
Winfield. 
CLASS lOCI 
Second Row-F. MocEochern, J. Keenan, L. Wright, 
J. Dumouchelle, J. Waterman, C. 
Sobutsch. 
Firs! Row-J. lepoin, G. Olteon, H. Orocz, P 
Perron, Mrs. Moy, R. Black, M. Hry. 
coniuk, G. Richmond, G. Jessop. 
Absent-C. Moc1ejewski, F. Jessop, J. Aj ersch, C. 
Martine Ila. 
CLASS !OF 
Third Row-8. Lowry, C. Siverns, J. Burrows, T. 
Kipp, G. Graham, l. Bloomfield, M. 
Rouffer, T. Barrow, H. Dennison, J. 
Susko. 
Second Row-J. Mclister, J. Rezler, G. Evoy, N. 
Holl, L. Stephtnson, R. Neilson, L. 
Holden, R. Abbott. 
First Row-T. Tutton, D. Moore, I. Kowalzik, M. 
Sochoski, M. Stewart, C. Platt, G. Plat-
ten, H, Pinkerton, R. Brooker. 
CLASS IOC2 
Second Raw-J. Reducha, E. Green, W. Wilkie, V. 
Barrette, 8. Kennedy, C. Tremblay, 
J. Brydges, D. Fields, J. Howe. 
First Row-P. Ostrawerho, D. Tracz, M. Innes, G. 
Smith, G. Johnstone, l. Brown, C. 
Spencer, M. Bygrave, 8. Freed. 
Absent-G. Janes, S. Demars, H. -King, M. Ramsay. 
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CLASS 1 lB 
Third Row-H. Turner, N. Douglas, J. Alton, G. 
Hemmings. E. Faul, A. Forsonder, S. 
Young, T. Kaufman, A. Lachowicz. 
Second Row-H. Glos~r. C. Anderson, R. Mani• 
occo, J. Thorton, K. Horris, D. Ed-
wards, R. Koy~. W. Gilchrist, E. 
Poulson, M. Barnum, S. Cockburn, 
A. Adams, M. Brown, C. Mortin, L. 
Luvisoto, J. Rosen. 
First Row-K. Mcl,vnold, S. lacyl:, A. Pierce. C. 
Dyjok, L. Weingorden, D. J. Mahon, 
M. Lesh ied, M. li'etcrson, M. Rooke, 
M. Wilson. 
CLASS 11 D 
Third Row-G. Vollons, D. Mensch, G. Tootill, D. 
Dcmchuk, R. fathers, R. Rowe, R. 
Thornton, J. Wheeler. 
Second Row-Jim Clifford, Jock Clifford, E. Allen, 
S. Kotimon, T. Mikosz. J. Hewlett, 
J. Cretney, I. Zeleney, D. Homes. 
first Row-B. Shuttleworth; G. Beosse, J. Zimmer· 
man, M. Bowyer, R. R. Deogle, G. Ains-
lie, S. Brown~ G. Moriolti, J. Munro. 
T H E K E N C 0 . L L 1 9 5 2 
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CLASS 1 lA 
Third Row-E. Rosenbaum, J. McCreo, A. Pouti, R. 
Walker, W. Teppermon, J. Hunter, C. 
McCoffery, E. Chernick, G. Fulford. 
Second Row-R. Dociuk, M. Osborne, M. Muroff, 
J. long, M. Spencer, B. Bishop, I. ly-
un, S. Sedler, l. Krukowski, M. 
Allon, J. McCreody. 
First Row- P. McKenzie, V. lysey, M. Miller, M. 
Somorin, Mr. Knopp, P. Mcleon, W. 
Ollis, A. Beckett, P. Blair. 
CLASS llC 
Third Row-B. Friedrockson, P. Avrom, C. Revell, 
P. Towery, G. Onci, R. Penny, t. 
Coutts, \/, Siefker, E. Bygrove, D. 
MacCharl ts, K. Friis, 
Second Row-B. Dunlevy, R. Spenser, J. Kerr, E. 
Fletcher, W. Bryce, J. Foote, W. Hys-
lop, Z. Kovacs, E. Brecko. 
First Row-R. Moksimowich, G. Beosse, B. Pond, 
G. Glaich, Miss Potterson, P. Bolton, G. 
Tobin, J. Monroe, L. Ellwood. 
I 
J 
I 
I 
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CLASS 11E 
Third Row-R. MocGregor, J. Pitmon, B. Farrow, 
B. Gregg, B. Voegeli, B. Krouse, D. 
Appleyord, M. Adomus, R. Dearing, 
D. Noble. 
Second Row-J. Morsholl, G. Hinch, M. Komen, M. 
Bolichowski, K. Dowson, l. Arnold, J. 
Koner, D. Miller, M. Lormour, K. 
Smith, R. Molkin. 
First Row-J. Rider, J. Bunt, G. Girord, D. God-
ziszewski, Miss Vroomon, E. Cole, S. 
Heord, K. Boll, P. Virvolo. 
CLASS l2B 
Third Row-C. Sofronce, V. Serbonivich, B. Rori-
son, B. Oring, 8. Ford, l. Levine, D. 
Stecher, J. Kowasaki, J. Gilchrist, B. 
Wheeler. 
Second Row- E. Rilett, A. Morrison, W. Cohen, 
H. Shapiro, A. Ellis, E. Patzer, A. 
Partington, N. Adams, J. Albront, 
G. Quick, D. Atkinson. 
First Row-P. Deviney, V. Dick, N. Goodwin, J. 
Skura, E. W. Fox, V. Borate, J. Mirsky, 
A. Knapper, M. Cross. 
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CLASS 12A 
Third Row-Jimi Oksanen, Paul Knapper, Mike 
Gretes, Al Marko, George Stedelbou• 
er, John Drogosz, Gord Mossey, Wol-
ter Tokorsky, Ed Derus, Bill Keech. 
Second Row-George Tronionko, Don Piper, Ron 
Dean, Vicki Pizor. Barbara VincBnl. 
Joyce Thibodeau, Marylin Boker, 
Bernadine Beim, Gary Bennett, Bob 
Porent, Chorles Kovinsky, Jack 
MorqU1is. 
First Row-Ed Lon9, Pauline Sochoski, llarbora 
Sundell, Joyce Warren, Marion 8r4j:e, 
Mr. Walter, Shirley Steinhart, Joyce 
Doughty, Elinor Svirplys, Morg Mori-
onti, Som Grymek. 
CLASS 12C 
Third Row-D. Woodrow, R. Pull, N. Weber, D. 
Rossi, F. Dickson, D. Allen, M. Droper, 
l. Shreve, J. Lorenzen. 
Second Row-G. Douglas, N. Leslie, K. Brock-
bank, J. Cimer, I. Johnstone, E. Al-
len, B. Brown, H. Shapiro, l. Kelly, 
D. Moguire. 
First Row-B. Broy, J. Silko, V. Menczel, J. Mc-
lndoo, I. Dunyok, C. Murray, L. An-
tosko, I. Tereschuk, J. Bleosby. 
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UniYersit:r Colle4e, the Prorincial Arta Colle4e, enrol.. etudenta 
in all coursea leadinll to the De4ree of Bachelor of Art• and Bachelor of Comm-
There are thirty-eeven entrance scholanhips. 
Bursaries are available for ablo &tudenta who need 888iatance. 
An illuatrative, infonnative booklet may be obtained b:, writin4 to 
TBB REGISTRAR, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, U!SIVERSJTY OF TORONTO, TORONTO 5, ONT • 
...•..............................................••..•...•.............................................•....••..•••••••••• 
TWO ESSENTIAL SERVICES 
HYDRO - WATER 
Furnished by 
THE WINDSOR UTILITIES COMMISSION 
MALCOLM J. BRIAN 
Chairman 
Ge>RDON H. FULLER 
MAYOR A. J. REAUME 
J. CLARK KEITH 
General Manager 
WILLIAM ANDERSON 
ViceaChairman 
WARREN P. BOLTON 
S. H. GILLETT 
Secretary-Treasurer 
••....................................•....•..•...•......•.••..................................••.••••••...............•....•• 
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OCTl:TTE 
GIRL'S GLEE: CLUB 
MIXED GU~E CLUB 
CADET BAND 
ORCHESTRA 
ORATORICALS 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 1950-1951 
The achievements of the scholarship winners are some 
of the most important recordings of the past year to be 
made in our school year book, for here lies the result of 
the efforts made toward academk success. To the deserv-
ing winners go oil hearty congratulations and wishes for 
continued success: 
1.0.D.E. Scholarships and Bursaries-Royal Jubilee 
Chapter-Awarded to Bob Simpson. Value $150; Lady 
Beck Chapter-Gerry O'Flanagan. Value $150. 
Armstead Club Award-Arlington Dungy. Value $100. 
Queen's University, Nicholls Scholarship in French-
Raymond Yaworsky. Value $310. 
Michigan Student Aid Foundation Bursary-Awarded 
to Margaret Allan, $250; awarded to Bob Simpson, $250. 
Lillie Lloyd Memorial Scholarship, in honour of Miss 
Lillie Lloyd, a former teacher of Classics at Kennedy-
Awarded to Margaret Allan, $50. 
Kennedy Collegiate Forum Prize-Awarded to Don 
Jennings, $60. 
People's Credit Jewellers General Proficiency Medals-
Awarded to the boy and girl with the highest school 
marks throughout Grade 13-Bob Simpson, Oletha 
McKibbon. 
Jack Miner Scholarship-Awarded to Maisy Humphries. 
Value $500. 
Dominion-Provincial Student Aid Bursaries-Grade 13 
-Pot Best, $100; Gerald Duncan, $100. 
JOAN MADILL 
Morgoret Allon 
19 51 GRADUATES 
Western 
Joyce Bondy 
Rose Dorko 
Jim Douglas 
Donna Dring 
Arlington Dungy 
Chris Fanais 
Robert Fuller 
Bettyjean Holland 
Geraldine Hunter 
John Jackson 
Don Jennings 
Isabel McDowell 
Joan McKerrow 
Oletha McKibbon 
Jaq:.ieline MocDonold 
Gord Moir 
Trilby Morgan 
Steve Musy 
Louis Papp 
Ken Penrose 
Elinor Ruel 
Bob Simpson 
Joan Storey 
.Shirley Smdle 
Stan Soteros 
Helen Steib 
Orest Tokarsky 
Doug Towers 
Ray Yaworsky 
Fred Bearman 
Bill Boyd 
Bruce Clarke 
working 
Special Commercial 
Western 
Normal 
Dentistry U. of T. 
working 
Normal 
Assumption 
Grace Hospital 
U. of T. 
Queen's 
Kennedy 
m9rried 
Assumption 
Western 
Assumption 
0.A.C. Mac Hall 
Queen's 
Ford Trade School 
U.S. Army 
married 
U. of T. 
U. of T. 
Grace Hospital 
Assumption 
Grace Hospital 
Assumption 
Normal 
Queen 's 
working 
Kennedy 
working 
Vic Fathers 
Groce Fleming 
Barry Gemmell 
Maria Gergel 
Gloria Lambden 
Gary Leach 
'Barbara Lougheed 
Gord Malkin 
Betty Moore 
Benny Ogrysek 
Sue Purton 
Frank Urbanski 
Don Vallance 
Louis Veres 
90 
Kennedy 
Normal 
working 
Assumption 
Normal 
Assumption 
Assumption 
Western 
Business College 
Assumption 
Kennedy 
Chrysler's 
Kennedy 
Assumption 
Nome Fovourih Soyin:, 
MARVIN GOLDEN ......... ..................... "Grow Up" 
MAY HOTTI 
LARRY BONDY 
..................... "Whot a bunch of crumbs" 
..... .' I never do anything" 
PAT HUSTON ...... ........................... "Oh Johnnie, oh Johnnie" 
JOHN DAITCHENDT ....................... .'Quit foolin' around" 
FRANK DAITCHENDT .......... ... ...... .. "Shut up John" 
MARILYN KNIGHT ........................... " I don't know who I like" 
JOHN FABU .......... .......................... .''Where do we go?" 
NEDA SANTIN ........................ ..... ..... "You come over here" 
DON LANE .... ............................. .... "So?" 
SYLVIA WOLFE ............................... " Don't" 
FRED BENNETT ...................... .. ... ...... " Hey Mitchell" 
BARBARA BRADLEY ......................... .'' I got o lot o ' homework" 
KEN PLUMB ................................... . " I love Mrs. Hogarty" 
MAUREEN MARSHALL .......... ... ...... .''C'mere Nedo" 
FRED REID ..................................... " I know it oll" 
JOHN HOOVER .......................... ..... .''Wont o punch on the nose?" 
GERALDINE VIAU .. ...... ............. ....... "Oh I got o tummy ache" 
JACKlc KONOY ............................. " Yeoh? Just try it" 
ADRIENNE BEASSE .. ........................ "My name's not Jumbo" 
GRANT MILLS .................................. " So what?" 
HARRIET SLACK .... ..... ....... ............ .... "Who! page ore we at, Fred?" 
DON DUNLEVY .... .................... . "Do we go to ort a11oin?" 
GLENDA PAYNE ....... ... " Oh, I ain't got my homework 
HENRY BRECKA 
BILL MITCHELL ... 
GERALD SMITH 
KENT WEDLAKE 
done" 
.... ..... ....... ........ "Yeoh?" - "No" 
.. .......... "Move over'' 
................... "Oh, no" 
...................... " I wouldn't believe him" 
A lady wos walking along a street when she came upon 
a crowd of children standing around a cat. She asked 
them what they were doing. 
"We 're having a contest, " said one. "Whoever tells 
the biggest story wins the cot." 
'"Whot a naughty competition," cried the lody, hold-
ing up her hands in horror. "When I was o little girl, I 
never told on untrue story." 
"Give her the cot," shouted o litile girl. 
Ron Hoover, complaining to Mr. Ryan: "I used to stoy 
home all week with a cold. Along came these miracle 
drugs and it's bock to school the next day!" 
On a movie marquee in Garvey, California: Kill the um-
pire-It happens every spring. 
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11A 
Of all the classes in K. C. I. 
11 A is the most spry. 
Participating in all activities, 
They still have time for scholastic sprees. 
On the basketball and football team 
Gerald and Earl can be seen, 
Madie and Marilyn cheer for the blue, 
Merri Samarin our speaker so true. 
Margaret Spencer on the °Forum is, 
Robert Walker is our class whiz. 
Vero and Irene play badminton, 
Also Pat Blair, Sonia and Alison . 
Mary Pat, and Marg swim on the team, 
Playing girls ' basketball ore Pat McKenzie and Jean. 
Mabel, Gerald and "Bill sing in the Octette, 
Barbara works in the library with Alison Beckett. 
Raymond 's questions are the teacher's woe 
Wendy and Pat Mclean together go. 
Chris and John complete the list 
Of dear 11 A which is "the best". 
11B 
Miriam and Norm are on de swimming team 
And I t'nk dot dey goin ' drown. 
Al, Stan and Barry, dey play de game fine 
Or else why dey run all aroun '. 
The girls' quartet, dey all sing fine 
So I !'ink I go an hear dem some time. 
De presedent Gary, he quite de good keed, 
Altha' you may !'ink dot he seek in de head. 
Elsie and Marilyn dey somet'ing to see 
An' mebbe you will not believe to me 
Oat w'en M'sieu Mahon ask for de lore 
Dey never have got it so git very sore. 
Oat Marsha Barnum is great orator, 
Cause w 'en she finish dey all wan more. 
Harold et Merton, dey mighty good frien'. 
I doubt if it las' till dey get to be men. 
John and Ron dey hold up do hall wall, 
I didn' t know it need to be hold up at all. 
Kelly he fin ' dot to drive de car, 
The gas she cos' hem many dawlar. 
Avis is short, Tony hees tall 
De sizes an ' shapes, 'eleven B's got 'em all. 
Yoss ba gosh, dis 'eleven B's got everyt'ing. 
1 OD -WENDY GILCHRIST, 11 B 
During the school year 1 OD was a very active class. 
We held a party at the home of Terry Davison on River-
side Drive, and a very successful weiner roast at Bert 
Hayes' lake lot. 
The boys outdid the girls as far as sports are con-
cerned. Harley Curlis and Moe Edwards participated in 
football. Garnet Soucie was a popular hockey player. 
Mike Lyzen played basketball, George Enns and Moe Ed-
wards played badminton under the direction of our home-
room teacher, Mr. Ward. 
Ann Benco played on the school volley-boll team and 
our interform team was very successful. 
We hod a paper drive and gave the money to the 
needy. 
On the whole l OD had a very_ successful school year. 
-CAROLE GELINAS. 
~-·················· ········· ······ ························································································· 
THE FUTURE OF TOMORROW HOLDS GREAT POSSIBILI-
TIES FOR THE YOUTH OF TODAY. ARE YOU TAKING FULL 
ADY ANT AGE OF THE OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED YOU 
TOWARD THAT GOAL? 
\VINDSOR .tUTO~IOBILE DEALERS .tSSOCIATIO~ 
I 
... ························································································-················ ············· .. 
TENNIS 
GOLF 
JR. GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
BADMINTON 
SR. GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL 
RIFLI; TEAM 
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SR. GIRLS' INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
H.L. BOYS' SR. BASKETBALL 
H.L. BOYS' JR. BASKETBALL 
JR. GIRLS' INTERFORM BASKETBALL 
H.L. BOYS' INTER BASKETBALL 
H.L. BOYS' JUVENILE BASKETBALL 
"/ 1110111 w/tgf 
I'm l/oi11f( to ::N ' 
GRADUATE FROM 
HIGH SCHOOL'' 
fOI PULL PARTICULARS ON AlltCltlW 
OR GllOUNDCREW TRAINING IN THI 
ROYAL CANADIAN RIR FORCE 
<+> 
C:ON 
t YOUR NEAREST RECRUITING 
OFFICE AT: 
709 OUELLETTE A VENUE 
._ _____________ _.. 
.. SIIVI (ANADA - SATISPY YOURSllf0 
If it is a question of advanced 
technical education ... a Diploma 
course at one of the Provincial 
Technical Institutes may be the 
answer. 
e RYERSON INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY 
Toronto 
e LAKEHEAD TECHNICAL 
INSTITUTE 
Port Arthur 
• THE INSTITUTE OF 
TEXTILES 
Hamilton 
e THE INSTITUTE OF 
MINING 
Haileybury 
ONTARIO 
Deporlment of 
Education 
Visits and Enquiries 
Are Welcomed 
For detailed information 
direct enquiries to 
PRINCIPAL 
Of The Institute Concerned 
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BOYS' SPORTS 
FOOTBALL TEAM 
Third Ro'w-J. Ma"<ay, J. Hoover, G. Massey, J. Partington, J. Foote, R. Penney, E. Marshall, S. Young, D. Rossi, D. Cole, R. Fothen. 
Second Row-G. Fulford, M. Edwards, Z Kovacs, E. Fletcher, G. Chapman, C. Safrance, J. Mclister, G. Hinch, G. Douglas, J. Swalwell. 
First Row-K. Weber, R. Maniacco, T. Lucas, E. Derus, 8. Bryce, M. Lars~n, J. Lorenzen, N. Leslie, A. Morrison, E. Brecka, H. Curtis. 
FOOTBALL 
Kennedy Collegiate Clippers, defending W.S.S.A. foot-
ball champs, although inexperienced, hod a very success-
ful season. In a pre-season exhibition game they were 
defeated by a powerful Potterson team, 1 8-15. D~ring 
the regular season the scores were as follow~, 
Kennedy-19 
Kennedy-16 
Kennedy-18 
Kennedy-11 
Kennedy- 0 
Wolkerville 
. Sandwich 
.. Vocational 
Assumption 
Patterson 
-0 
-13 
-0 
-14 
-31 
Fin.ishing the regular season the Clippers met Assump-
tion High School in the semi-finals. The game ended in 
a deadlock of 12-12. For the first time in W.S.S.A. his-
tory on overtime period was played and the Clippers 
were victorious on Morv Larsen 's fine boot to the dead-
line. Final score-K.C.I. 13; Assumption, 12. 
The following week Kennedy put up a terrific bottle 
in a sea of mud but lost their title to Potterson by the 
score of 14-1 . 
Congratulations ore in store for Morv (Big Red) Larsen 
and Don (Hunky) Ballentine, who were chosen all-cily 
quarterbacks and srnopbocks respec.tively. Norm Leslie 
and John (Honey) Lorenzen also rated congratulotion3 on 
securing positions on the second team. 
The team would especially like to thank their coach, 
Mr. George Chapmon, for his fine work in coaching the 
team. In 1952 the boys that return ·pion to regain the 
championship for the finest coach in the city. 
GARY DOUGLAS. 
SOCCER 
This year the Kennedy squad fell far short of ex-
pectations and the fine record compiled last year. This 
was probably due to the loss of several key players and 
mishaps which hampered the team throughout the season. 
The scores were as follows: 
Kennedy 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Opposition 
Vocational 1 
1 
Potterson 1 
0 
Wolkerville 4 
2 
By far the hardest working person on the team was our 
ambitious coach, Mr. Mahon, who certainly deserves a 
winning team. Several fellows improved greatly during 
the season and we who ore leaving will be looking for-
ward to seeing these fellows lead the team to a success-
ful season next year. 
-BILL BOYD. 
THE KENCOLL 1952 
SOCCER 
Second Row-J. Szorik, K. Smith, J. Kerr, Mr. Mahan, J. Thrift, R. Malkin, R. Spencer, B. Mitchell. 
first Row-0. Hames, T. Kaufman, I. Zeleney, B. Krouse, J. Jensen, B. Ori ,g, J. Cimer, T. Ellwood, B. Boyd. 
HOCK E Y 
Back Row-M. Mutter, R. Steer (co•coptoin), P. Goddard, H. Pinkerton, Mr. M. Thomson (cooch), J. Hoover, R. Saunders (co-captain), G. Stedelbouer. 
F~ont Ro-o. Mensch, J. McKoy, J. Foote, R. Penney, J. Wotermon, G. Soucie, B. Dring, T. Elwood, J. Gilchrist, 
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Back Row: B. Bray. G. Pulford. T. Lucas. Mr. A. Gree:ie, K. Weber. J. Bleasby. 
Front Row: B. Boyd. A. Morrison. J. Drogosz. G. Massey. M. Larsen. R. Brown. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASK E TBALL 
Bock Row-E. Rosenbaum, Z. Kovacs, Mr. Green, G. Douglas, R. Bielich, J. Lachowicz. 
Front Row- 8. Krouse, S. Young, M. lyze n, 0. Moksimowich, D. Cole. 
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SENIOR BASKETBALL 
This year 's tE.'Om, although hard hit with experience, 
ployed exceptionalry wel lthroughout the season. The 
team locked height but made this up in their scrapping 
against some of the tougher opponents. 
The following is the 51-52 season in review: 
Kennedy 43 Assumption 39 
Kennedy 44 Assumption 4 1 
Kennedy 57 Lowe Vocational 29 
Kennedy 54 Lowe Vocational 32 
Kennedy 61 St. Joseph 's 28 
Kennedy 65 St. Joseph 's 31 
Kennedy 50 Sandwich 37 
Kennedy 28 Sandwich 45 
Kennedy 29 Walbnillc 27 
Kennedy 22 Walkerville 42 
Kennedy 34 Patterson 40 
Kennedy 33 Patterson 51 
PLAYOFFS 
The regular schedule ended on Friday, February 22, 
and the playoffs began the following Friday. The four 
teams gaining a berth in the senior loop playoffs were 
Walkerville, Patterson, Kennedy and Assumption. Ken-
nedy drew Assumption in the semi-final grind and the 
game was played in the spacious Sandwich gym. 
Kennedy 34 Assumption 48 
-GORD MASSEY. 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
This year's Junior team compiled an 8-4 record in reg-
ular season competition, losing twice to the champion 
Panthers in two hard contested games which could have 
wavered either way. Kennedy also tasted defeat at the 
hands of Assumption and Walkerville in upset victories. 
The Clippers made the playoffs but were eased out by 3 
points from the finals by Assumption. Members of this 
year 's team were: 
GARY DOUGLAS-6' 1 "-Co-captain, was Kennedy s 
top offensive player. Gary also obtained rebounds for 
a diminutive Kennedy squad. This is Gary's last year as 
a Junior. 
STAN YOUNG-5' 63h "-Stan was the team's most ag-
gressive and consistent player. Stan will not be back 
next year as a Junior. 
EARL ROSENBAUM-5' 10 lh "-Co-captain, was noted 
for his fine defensive play. Earl will be back next year. 
DON COLE-5' 8"-Don was Kennedy's play-maker and 
will be back next year baffling the opposition with his 
excellent playing. 
OREST MAKSIMOVICH-5' 8 V2 "-Orest could always be 
counted on for a basket in a crucial game. Orest wilt 
be back next year. 
ROY BEILICH-6' 1 "-Roy was noted for his fine jump 
shot. This is Roy's last year as a Junior. 
t 
BOB KRAUSE-5' 7' '-Noted for his offensive play. Bob 
will not be back as a Junior next year. 
AL LACHOWICZ-5' 7 V2 "-Has an accurate hook shot 
and set shot. This is Al's last year as a Junior. 
Other members of this year 's team were Mike Lizin 
and Harvey Lasser, who show much promise for next year. 
In conclusion, on behalf of the team, I would like to 
thank Mr. Green for his excellent and patient coaching, 
Mr. Chapman for his valuable assistance and wish the 
best of luck to next year's Junior team. 
-BOB KRAUSE 
VOLLEYBALL 
Kennedy senior boys' vol leyball team carried away i !,? 
W.S.S.A. championship this year. The team sported a 
4-0 record throughout the season, beating Wal kervi !le 
and Patterson twice each. 
Kennedy's undefeated blue and gold journeyed to 
Lor.don on March 1 5th to participate in the third annuol 
W.O.S.S.A. Volleyball Tournament. Our boys played i11-
spired ball and managed to gain a berth in the semi-
final against Guelph. The team, facing new rules a:I day 
long, lost out to the strong Guelph team. Many thanks 
should go to the team members who gave Kennedy the;r 
first volleyball championship in the history of the school. 
Mr. Green, the coach, should also be complimented on 
h is fine work with the team. The team also wishes to 
thank Mr. Ward for his faithful services. 
-GORD MASSEY. 
RlrLE TEAM 
The- rifle team this year was exceptionally good, and 
for the most part, the scores of the members of the first 
team did not drop below 95. Of course, everybody 
must submit to an occasional dog day, but barring these, 
we were usually on the bit. 
We entered various provincial and interprovincial 
matches and as a result, we were able to place third in 
the Ontario Rifle Association shoot. First place was won 
by a team from Sault Ste. Marie. 
We have finished our final provincial shoot of the year 
with a team average of 97.86. With this, we are hoping 
to top all Ontario entries (our fingers are crossed). 
Our Dominion of Canada Rifle Association matches did 
not turn out as well as we expected this year. However, if 
former years' results are any indication, we should place 
among the first twenty of ab::>Ut one thousand entries. 
Our rifle team is constontly looking for new members. 
Most people assume that a person is born a good shot 
but this is not so. Al l that is required is that a person 
spend a little time and have patience. With modern guns, 
sights, and well-mode ammunition, most of the work is 
gone and all that rem9ins is for the shooter to hold steady 
and aim true. Shooting is lots of fun and in some cases 
it con be both useful and profitable. Every year in OttowCI, 
matches are held for a week. It is possible for a person 
to make up to two hundred dollars during this time so 
come on out fellows and see how you do. Nothing wonder-
ful is expected in the beginning. 
GOLF - STUART WHITE 
The W.S.S.A. Golf Tournament was prayed on October 
8 at the Lakewood Golf Club. Seven teams, one from 
each of the secondary schools of Windsor, were entered. 
The K.C.I. golf team did exceptionally well by placing 
second. Vocational, a more experienced team than ours, 
came out on top. However, we look forward to winning 
the championship next year. Congratulations go to the 
team members: Paul Ezra, Richard Woodall, Ted Tutton, 
Bil l Gee, and Earl Chernick. Mr. Ward, our fine coach, 
should also be congratulated for his splendid job. 
-BILL GEE 
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BOYS ' VOLLEYBALL 
Ba<k Row-C. Sofronce, R. Moni.occo, Mr. Greene, R. Fathers, G. Mouey. 
Front Row-8. Keech, D. Eng, G. Woodrow, ). Lorenzen, S. Allon, R. Pull. 
BOYS' SWIMMING 
S,·coud Row-R. Bcilich, J. Mor,holl, N. Douglas, E. Gazo, 8. Bryce, A. f. S. G ilbert, A. C. liddel, R. Rowe, R. Best, T. Alexander, J. Kerr, K. Friis, 
8. Mitchell, B. Brooker. 
f,.$1 Row-A, Pauli, J. Foote, K. Wright, E. Serbonivich, F. Bennet, J. Rod Jer, P. Hubbe ll, S. White, R. Gelino,, B. Sorrel, M. Rouffer, M. Moore, 
K Wedloke. 
-------·-
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GIRLS' SPORTS 
G IRL S' BA SK ETB A LL 
Third Raw- S. Youell, P. MacKenzie, 8. Purton, C. Anderson. 
Second Row-M. Weber, V. Boroto, P. Crompton, M. Rapowoy, C. Werle, M:s. Crawford. 
First Row-P. Salrance, J. Kaner, G. Tobin, 8. Vincent, J. Kirkby, J. Long, E. Cole. 
GIRLS ' SWIMM I NG TEAM 
Back Row-M. Osborne, G. Jo.hnson, M. Rapaway, Mrs. Crawford, G. Girard, J. Godfrey, M. Innes. 
Centre Row-F. Ray, I. Maclaughlin, S. Wolfe, M. Burns, M. Peterson, 8. Vickers, P. Sofrance, M. Marshall. 
Front Row-V. Mackie, P. Thompson, J. Clarkson, M. Spencer, D. Doan, E. Jennings, J. Mitchell. 
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SENIOR VO°LLEYBALL 
The Senior Volleyball team certainly put on a splendid 
exhibition this year by winning all but two of their games. 
These two games were lost against Wolkerville and Sand-
wich who ore older and much more experienced. 
Nevertheless, with another year of playing I'm quite sure 
that Kennedy will have a senior championship on its hands. 
Special thanks are offered to our coach, Miss Thorpe, 
and to our captain, Sue Purton, who worked hard to 
make us what we were and led us to the head of the city 
standings. 
P .S.-A few supporters wouldn't hurt in the least. 
-GAYLE TOBIN. 
BASKETBALL 
For some unknown reason the girls' basketball "ieom 
just haven't been able !o click. In spite of their long 
practices and hard efforts of becoming a good 1eam, 
they were still unable to be a success. Up to this writing 
the girls' team hos been defeated in six out of six 
games. However, lhe lost game which was played was 
:igoinst Sandwich, who have always been our bigge~t 
·hreat. Even though this meant another loss the girls 
11ust be congratulated on the fine game that they played, 
:is it was not until late in the last quarter that the Spartans 
·ripped ahead to edge a 21-16 victory over the Clippers. 
I wculd like to say to the team, that if it was the spirit 
that was lacking in the early part of the season, it cer-
·ainly seemed to have been regained. Providing that this 
sp;rit is kept, it is needless to say that this team will begin 
to play as they should be playing. So let's take it easy 
team-mates and buckle down. 
On behalf of the team I would like to extend our special 
thanks to our coach Mrs. Crawford and to our wonderful 
captain Barbara Vincent, who have both done a terrific 
job. 
-GAYLE TOBIN 
TRACK 
The Kennedy track team sported a fine record in 19 51 
winning the overall boys' championship. The junior boys 
while missing out in the W.S.S.A. championship at Wind-
sor, came back strong the next week by gaining the 
W .0.S.S.A. championship at London. Our senior boys' 
team reversed its victories storming to an easy vi::tory 
in Windsor, but losing closely to London at W.O.S.S.A. 
Cross Country Team 
In the fall Mr. Green and Mr. Liddell encouraged some 
of the boys to train for the cross country run. The W.S. 
S.A. meet was held in Windsor in October. Kennedy with 
16 points came out on top. John Kerr placed first. The 
following week the boys went to London where they ran 
a very tough and rugged two mile course. The team 
came out exceptionally well, placing second. We hope 
that this year will be a clean sweep in all track events 
for Kennedy. Many thanks go to the members of the 
track team and also to Mr. Liddell and Mr. Green, two 
great track and field coaches. 
-BILL BOYD 
JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL 
The Junior Team did a fine job this year under the 
wonderful coaching of Miss Thorpe. Thanks goes to E. 
Green for refing our games at practice, to our timer and 
scorekeepers, and to Pat Crompton for doing a fine job 
of refing in our interschool games. We also wish to 
thank the few loyed supporters we had. 
Last year in the Kencoll it said, "Come on, students, 
let's sec you at the games· next year." Did we? No! 
Well hew about 1952 for sure. I am certain if you do, 
you will be cheering a winning team on to victory. 
-PATRICIA ANN SAFRANCE 
HOCKEY 
The season of 1952 has finally come to on end. 
The Kennedy Clippers were unsuccessful in an attempt 
to get out of the cellar position. 
The Clippers lacked experience but most of the play-
ers will be eligible next season, and look forward to 
a much better standing in 1953. The players are very 
grateful a111d wish to thank Mr. Thompson who was out 
to all of the (early morning) practices. 
The h•am also wishes to thank its lo)•al supporters 
ond sincerely hopes that they will hove something worth 
while to cheer about in '53. 
-JACK FOOTE. 
1952 SWIMMING 
"Swimmers take your mark, GO," and they're off-the 
K.C.I. mermaids. 
Mrs. Crawford started practices back in January this 
year so that the swimmers would be in condition for the 
W.O.S.S.A. meet held in London, March 15. Mrs. Craw-
ford chose the speedsters, Liz Jennings, Sylvia Wolfe, Bev. 
Vickers, Mary Innes, Mary Osborne and Joan Godfrey, 
to enter the meet. This team placed third, s::t>ring four-
teen points. The medley relay consisting of Wolfe, God-
frey and Osborne, placed second while Mary Osborne, 
entering the 25-yd. back stroke and Joan Godfrey enter-
ing the 25-yd. breast stroke events, placed third. Speed-
sters Sylvio Wolfe and Mary Innes sprinted down the pool 
in the free style, making a good showing as did the 100-
yd. free style relay consisting of Jennings, Wolfe, Osborna 
and Vickers. 
Bock in Windsor the girls began to train for the Wind-
sor Swim Meet. Two pre-season meets were held at 
which Kennedy beat out Patterson and Sandwich and ran 
a close second to Walkerville. 
In the lnterform meet Mary Innes was declared Junior 
Girls' Champ with Miriam Peterson runner-up. Joan God-
frey took the Senior Girls' championship; Mary Osborne 
was runner-up. 
The night of the W.S.S.A. meet finally arrived. Juniors 
Wolfe, Innis, Peterson and Spencer and Seniors Mclaugh-
lin, Girard, Jennings, Osborne, Ray and Godfrey along 
with the relays were out to fight for the championship. The 
team placed second with 68 points. Joan Godfrey won the 
Senior Girls' city championship and Mary Osborne was 
runner-up. Nice going, team. 
The team wishes to thank coaches Mrs. Crawford and 
Miss Thorpe. 
JOAN GODFREY, 13A 
.. 
• 
__ l. 
__ i -
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GRADUATES! 
When you serve with your University 
C.O.T.C. be sure to choose the Arm-
oured Corps option . . . and be ready 
to serve later on with: 
Parad<'s t>V<'ry Monday and Thursday l<.:Vt'ni11gs 
at Windsor Arm0uries. 
••.••....... .......•.•.......•••••••••••••••..... ............. 
..••................................. ............... ......... 
Compliments of 
WESTOVER'S DRUG STORE 
* 
1341 OTI'AWA 
Windsor Ontario 
for School Activities 
MEDALS 
TROPHIES 
PENNANTS 
CLASS PINS 
PRIZE CUPS 
RIBBON STREAMERS 
CELLULOID BUTTONS 
CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS 
SCHOOL INSIGNIA JEWELLERY 
FELT EMBROIDERED & CHENILLE 
CRESTS 
TROPHY-CRAFT 
Limited 
102 Lombard St. Toronto 
······························································· 
............................................................ 
CLOTHING 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
OTTAWA ST. 
* SHOES 
.................................................. ........... ······························································ 
.................................•........................... ···························································· 
COMPLil\rnNTS 01 .. 
Local 200 U.A.W.-C.1.0. CHAPMAN BROS . 
36 Wyandotte Street E. MEAT AND GROCERIES 
Windsor, Ont. 
Custom Packers for Overseas Parcels 
UNITY-IS STRENGTH 
Jack Taylor, President 3-7341 3-4626 
J. C. Lawl~, Financial Secretary 
.................•....................•......................••••.......••••••••••............•..........•••.•...•••.•••...... 
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SR. GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Back Raw-C. Anderson, B. Purtan, P. Crom_ptan, B. Vincent, P. Best. 
Front Raw-J. Kaner, G. Tobin, D. Godziszewski, S. Purton (Captain), J. Kirkby, E. Allen, N. Pineo. 
JR. GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Se<ond Row-A. Benca, l. Highland, M. Rapawy, D. Czo_pla, D. Fields, M. Innes. 
First Raw-P. Salrance, M. Bygrove, M. Weber (Captain), G. Beausoleil, G.Bzdziuch (Co-Cap!.) J . .Slack. 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
CHARLES A. BELL, Q.C., B.A. 
R1rristcr, Solicitor and N ofary Public 
1922 Wyandotte Street East 
Corner of Kildare Road 
Windsor, Ontario 
Telephone 3-5297 
........................................................... 
' •..•............•..••.•.•.......•••.••••....•••••••••••• 
Furs With 
A Future! 
LAZARE'S Fine Furs 
493 Ouellette Ave. 
................. .......................................... 
............••••••...........•.•••.......•••••••..•..••• 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
STUART CLOTHES 
LTD. 
Ouellette at London Ottawa at Gladstone 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 1 
•.•.•••••••.....•••....•.....••••••..........•••••.••... 
Compliments of 
OTTAWA PHARMACY 
I LTD. 
898 Ott.awa Street 
F. DOAN 
.•.....•............•...........................•......... , 
t••························································ 
Compliments of 
HOPPE'S 
NU VOGUE 
STORES 
* Where Shoppi ng Is a Pleasure 
.. ................................•........................ 
•••••••••••••••••••••..•......•••..................•..••.• 
BEST WISHES 
P. P. McCALLUM, C.L.U. 
PRUDENTIAL OF ENGLAND 
Insurance for All Needs 
Office 4-4305 Res. 3-9447 
, . 
. ...............•........•.••••••••••••••••••••••••.....•.• 
. .•..•••..................•••••...•.........•..•••••••.. 
LOA RING 
CONSTRUCTION 
CO . LTD. 
ERNEST LOARING 
JOHN W. LOARlNG 
. ......................................................... . 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
FARRELL'S PHARMACY 
YOUR REXALL STORE 
1425 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Near Moy Avenue 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO Phone 2-4170 
.....................................•.................... , 
. ....•................................................... 
JOHN WEBB 
LIMITED 
DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELLERY 
IMPORTED ENGLISH SILVERWARE & CHINA 
552-556 OUELLETTE AVE. 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
................•.•................. ...................... 
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SR. BOYS H.L. RUGBY JR. BOYS H.L. RUGBY 
JUVENILE BOYS H.L. RUGBY 
RELAY TEAM 
CAMERA CLUB 
INTERFORM HOCKEY 
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For Better Education 
It's KENNEDY 
* 
For Better Furniture 
It's TEPPERMAN'S 
••............•....•.•.•.............•••..••.•................ 
·····························································~ .
"' 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
1577 Tecumseh Blvd E. Phone 4-2722 
....•••...•.........•••......................••......•........ 
····························································~ 
"' 
AITEND THE 
CAPITOL 
PALACE 
EMPIRE 
TIVOLI 
PARK 
CENTRE 
KENT 
FAMOUS PLAYER THEATRES 
IN WINDSOR 
··············································~············· 
Richman Clothes 
"For the Sharpest Drapes in Town" 
* 
1235 Ottawa St. (Next it.o Kent Theatre) 
Formal Rentals For All Occasions 
.. 
..••••••...............••........•..•.••••....•..............•. 
·····························································: • 
• 
DRINK 
ORANGE CRUSH 
?lteuvw 
Beverages Ltd. 
456 Tecumseh Rd. W. Phone 4-1621 
······························································ 
···························································· 
STUDENTS RECEIVE SPECIAL 
ATrENTION 
at 
Varsity Sports Centre 
Limiwd 
(3 St.ores) 
10 Sandwich St. E. 41 Fifth St. 
Windsor, Ph. 2-2391 Chatham, Ph. 810 
78 Dundas St. 
London, Phone 3-7609 
"THE RIGIIT EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT" 
......••.....................................................• 
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'/eovi11g '/eeporter 
Roving Reporter Reports: 
Hello ogain ! This year your roving reporter deals with 
a question which perhops is dormant during the winter 
months, but which is met with great interest in the spring. 
It reaches its peak shortly after Eoster, when the olive drab 
uniforms first begin to appeor at K.C.I. Then the girls, 
with chin in hand, begin to cogitate, "Should K.C.I. have 
a girls' cadet corps?" 
"There should definitely be a compulsory girls' cadet 
corps,' says Elinor Svirplys of 12A. "It would provide a 
conception of military discipline which would teach girls 
to occept outhority without' question." 
Gayle Tobin of 1.lC says thot o girls' codet corps would 
give an opportunity for girls to become better acquointed 
with each other, as well os to develop leadership. "It 
would also provide on octivity for the girls who are other-
wise not active in othletics," says Gayle. 
Judy Clarkson of 9E maintoins that K.C.I. should hove 
a voluntory girls' codet corps. "This proposed corps would 
Consist of only girls who would e interested in cadet work, 
and therefore, it would provide competition for the boys' 
cod et corps." 
"It would remove that feminine quality and the lady-
like appeorance upon which girls pride themselves," be-
lieves Jim Jensen of 9E. "Carrying a rifle or a stretcher 
would hardly promote femininity." 
Jomes Swolwell of 1 OA says thot he has been told that 
a girls' only interest is in getting her mon. Any such under-
taking os the proposed cadet corps would divert her 
attention. 
James Wighton of 1 OE says that the girls could not 
meet the ne:::essary requirements for a good corps. "If 
the temperature ever rose over 80 degrees, there would 
be more girls' cadet corpses than corps on the f ields." 
Well, dear reader, what do you think? 
-GEORGE TRON IANKO 
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DISTINCTIVE FASHIONS FOR WOMEN 
417 OUELLETTE A VE. 
•...•..........•.••.............. .•....................•...... 
············ ·················· ······-························ 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THOMPSON HARDWARE 
127 Tecumseh Rd. W. Phone 3-0721 
.....•..•.•.............••............................•.•.... 
··············· ··············································· 
"Smart Shoes For Boys. Girls" 
DIRDE 
2 GREAT STORES 
OUELLE'ITE AVE. OTTAWA ST. 
"Shoes For The Entire Family" 
••••••••............•••••••••••.....•••••••••................. 
······························································· 
ALLAN'S MEATS 
149 TECUMSEH ROAD W. 
* 
WE HAE MEAT THAT 
YE CAN EAT 
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Compliments of 
DAN McGEE SHOE STORE 
SHOES FOR MEN 
PRINCE EDWARD HOTEL 
·············· ··············································· . ............•......................•....................... 
SCIENTIFIC SOUND SERVICE 
LTD. 
NORTHERN ELECTRIC 
Sound and Intercommunication 
Equipment 
SALES 
4-1959 
· SERVICE RENTALS 
920 Ol'TA WA ST . 
.....•.••......••••••••••.....•••••••...........•............. 
···························································••! 
S24 OUELLETTE AVE . 
PHONE 2-S908 
DRESSES 
COATS 
SUITS 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
········ ····· ···· ············································ 
····························································· 
Smart Cooks know . 
GAS IS BEST! 
UNION GAS COMPANY 
OF CANADA LIMITED 
.................•.....................•.........•••.....•. .. ••••••..••••.•.•••••••••....... ..................... .......... 
••..•.•...•...........•...•.•...............•••••.......•••.•• . ••••..••...............•••••.••.••......................... 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
~11derwoocl. £,Jmitecl. 
IMPERIAL'S QUALITY SHOES 
SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
154 Pitt St. West, Wdndsor. Ontario 421 Ouellette Ave. 3-6923 
Phone 3-5662 P. S . SHAW, Manager 
......••..........•.••••••.......••.•••••..................... ······························································· 
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1 lC 
To begin this poem I would like to say 
That we are back at school again today 
With the same old rooms, and the same old staff 
And the same old kids stealin' the laughs. 
There's one empty seat by ten after nine 
And this is for Bolton, but give her time, 
MacCharles is a clown: if you only could see 
What happens to Laframboise in geography. 
If you're looking for talent then we've got the best 
With Spencer, Dunlevy, Once and West 
To keep up the standards, we need a few brains 
O.K. for Georgina, bvt the rest are like drains. 
In no matter what room our class will appear 
The teachers remind us we're the class at the rear 
There's not enough room to mention all names 
But when it comes to clowning we're all the same, 
Kovacs perhaps is the only exception-
When he glares at Miss Bondy with no learning intentions. 
In spite of our faults, we've good qualities, too, 
Each one of us knows this, but the question's, 
Do You? 
-GAYLE TOBIN. 
11 E 
Our class year was packed full of work, parties and 
enjoyment for everyone. We won the school contest for 
selling magazine subscriptions, and we presented an 
assembly, for which we worked long and hard. We were 
represented in every sport activity, and the following are 
only a few: the senior girls' basketball team had Je(m 
Kaner and Elaine Cole, while the junior boys' team had 
Bob Krause; Dolores Godzisewski and Jean Kaner did 
their best on the girls' volleyball team; out on the grid-
iron, the bench was kept warm by George Hinch; and in 
swimming, Gail Gerard did her best to outdo any fish. 
In the public speaking contest we had four entries:, Mary 
Bolichowski, Mary Kamen, Elaine Cole and Ron Malkin, 
the latter two managing to talk their way into the finals. 
Musically speaking, Shirley Heard, Jean Kaner, Rod Mac-
Gregor and Mike Adamus displayed their talent many 
times in the assemblies. Bill Gregg was our amiable presi-
dent, Kathy Dawson was our vice-president, Maureen 
Larmour, our "equites". Bob Krause represented us on 
the Forum. We had a number of successful class parties. 
Miss Vrooman donated her home and provided on eve-
ning of entertainment and enjoyed refreshments, which 
proved to be one of our outstanding parties. Yes, each 
and everyone of us in 11 E will always remember our 
year with Miss Vrooman. 
-ELAINE COLE. 
COMMERCIAL CLASS OF 11 Cl 
Our class, composed of twenty-four girls and five 
boys, practically lives on the third floor, but we like it. 
Our President is Joan Kirkby, our Vice-President is 
Eddie Hazel and our Treasurer is Arlene Allen. 
Danny is our basketbatl star. A know-all encyclo-
paedia, Edward has always got something to say. An-
other guy is Craig Rawlings. He loves the shows, and 
John Bordian is our bookkeeping whiz. 
Now for the girls: Helen, well, all I can say about 
her is that she loves variety. Joyce always tells jokes 
when she gets the chance and Smitty listens with open 
ears. Stella Pacholak is forever copying notes. Doreen 
can ·be seen in Economics, making sign language 
across the room. Marg. was our volleyball captain 
and Evelyn led the basketball team through a good 
season. Gladys likes the fresh air and she gets enough 
of it in Jim's convertible. Jackie is forever day-dream-
ing in English, and Ollie's heart jumps when a certain 
car is parked by the school. Beth is Mr. Brown's sten-
ographer, and Audrey is our little midget, while Dawna 
is our giant. Fay is the best typist in the class, and 
Delores Robillard is always ready to distribute the 
text books. Rose Marie likes to make speeches, eh 
kids? Vivian LOVES last two periods on Tuesday. 
Arlene Rodie liked Sandwich better than Kennedy. 
Why? Because she didn't have to walk as far, of course. 
Nancy is our honour student and we're proud of her. 
Catherine is just crazy about those typing assignments. 
Our other Stello is in the orchestra, and Nora is always 
keeping the hospital busy. 
JOAN & JOHN 
P.S.-That nice fellow who is always ready to start 
teaching at 2 minutes to nine is Mr. Liddell, our home 
room teacher. FUTURE OF 10(2 
Barbara Kennedy-Mrs. ??? 
Shirley Demars-Proprietor of Demars Diaper Service 
Ethel Green-Lady butcher 
Mary Bygrove-Midget car racer 
Pauline Ostrowerha-Tobacco Farmer 
Virginia Barrette-Selling pop-corn in K.C.I. hall! 
Lois Jane Brown-Mrs. ??? 
Wilma Wilkie-Second Dorothy Dix 
Diana Tcacz-Mrs. N. L. 
Gail Johnstone- Raising horses 
Helen King-Cartoonist for Al Capp 
Gwen Smith-Lovelorn advisor 
Josephine Reducha-Math wizard 
Islay Mclaughlan-Lady wrestler 
Joan Howe-living on a farm 
-By Carol Tremblay 
·············· ····· ················ ·······················~················ ·················································· 
Compliments of 
S. S. l{RESG E 
WINDSOR'S MOST MODERN AND UP-TO-DATE VARIETY STORE 
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR SHOPPING COMFORT 
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Compliments of 
EVANS DRUG STORES LTD. 
DISPENSING CHEMISTS 
<ttta.wa at Parent ...................... . 
1021 Drouillard Rd. near Charles. 
Wyandotte at Langlois 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
Phone 4-4550 
Phone 3-406~ 
Phone 8-4825 
Prescriptions Called For and D ellvered 
.•.................•.••......•..............•..•.......•.•.. 
JACK LONGMAN 
INSURANCE SPECIALIST 
for 
Young Men and Women 
Office 4-4305 Res. 2-2490 
............................................................. ······························································ 
...•...•••..•••.•....•••. ......... ..••••••••................• ~-·························································· 
MASTERS OF THE ART OF 
FINE DRY CLEANING 
MASTER CLEANERS 
COLD STORAGE 
1081 Ottawa St. Phone 3-6335 
.................................................•...•...... 
········· ················································ ··· 
Plymouth Chrysler Fargo Trucks 
ABBEY GRAY 
Windsor 
4-1171 
LIMITED 
Goyeau at Elliott 
Geo. Cakebread 
Res. 2-2719 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
Peoples Credit Jewellers 
307 Ouellette 
•.............••.••••••........••........ ...........••.•••••• 
. ..................................... ...................... . 
~ERVICE FRUIT MARKET 
FP.ESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES 
139 TECUMSEH RD. W. 
PHONE 4-3002 
••••••••••...................•••••................•••......... ····························································· 
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COMPLIMENTS OF "Sportsman's Paradise" 
ADKINS HARDWARE 
Tecumseh at Gladstone 
Windsor Phone 2-8002 
. 
. 
..........•..........................•..........•...........• 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
ALBERT E. Mc WHA, MA. 
'.Barrist.er, Solicitor, Notary Public 
1629 Tecurpseh Road East 
Bus. Phone: 3-3333 Res. 5-5443 
. 
...........................•••................................ 
ROGIN'S SPORTING GOODS 
SUPPLIES FOR EVERY SPORT 
1335 Wyandott.e St. East 
Windsor, On.it. 2 - 4 4 1 4 
Willie "Moose" Rogin Tom Penney, Mgr. 
.••............••••.•.••••.................................... 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
Warwick Poultry larms 
1680 Teeu.ms-eh Rd. E. Phone 2-5524 
·····························································~ 
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10(1 
JOHN AJERSCH-Con I have my five bonus marks? 
RUTH BLACK-I do declare! 
JEAN lEPAIN-Whot's his name? 
RHEA PERRON-Well I guess so! 
HELEN ORACZ-1 should live that long? 
GORDON PARR-Ain't got time for girls. 
TURKEY DUMOUCHELLE-You're re-e-e-ally livin ' . 
FRANKIE MocEACHERN-Whot do you want, Charity. 
CHRIS MACIEJEWSKI-Got in at 2 a.m. 
MARGARET HRYCANIUK-Toke a powder, eh! 
GLORIA JESSOP-Just one more, Chicken. 
CYRIL SABUTCH-1 forgot to do my homework, 
Mrs. Moy. 
JAMES KEENAN-I give up, what is it? 
BILL BENNET-What do you wont blood? 
JOHN WATERMAN-What time is it "Boss". 
LEN WRIGHT-I calls them the way I sees them. 
GINNY OLTEAN-He's strictly from hunger. 
CHARLES MARTINELLO-Let's walk to the next party. 
GERALDINE RICHMOND-Take off. 
FLORENCE JESSOP-0-h-h-h Shoot! 
MRS. MA Y-Wotch my purse. 
By GENNY & GERRY. 
lOA 
We enjoy all our pericds especially Science, 
With Sharon Cohen show;ng much defiance, 
Pat is a whiz in geometry, 
So is Marjorie and Lourn Z., 
Mary Ing is forever giving guesses, 
And Leo is always getti ng into messes; 
Mory Weber is almost always late, 
And Jeon Sudermonn talking 'bout her Walkerville dote, 
Margaret and Anne ore shy little girls, 
And Diane Merriman has flaming red curls, 
Harry's homework is a lways done, 
The kids con depend on Mike for fun, 
Janet represent~ us in the forum, 
But Judie Motthew's eyes sure con lure 'em, 
Don and Gerold ore thoe interform stars, 
And Jock skips Latin for musical bars, 
Jim Swolwell hos the most beautiful eyes, 
Together with football he really draws sighs, 
Betty and Corole, "the angels" who talk, 
Love to hear Mr. Knopp squawk, 
But Mary, "the innocent", always gets caught, 
With Morie behind her sittting deep in thought, 
Carl's favourite shirt is of bright green, 
And Barbara's so little she can hardly be seen, 
....•••........•••••....••.......•.............••.••.... 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
CHICKEN 
COURT 
Bob's favourite pastime is talking in vain, 
So as to drive Miss Hope insane, 
Last but not least we hove two Doves, Jordon and Ray, 
These wonderful kids make up the class of 1 OA! 
-MARY RAPAWY & BETIY MARYANOVICH. 
108 
As I dipped into the future for as human eye could see, 
I saw the visions of our class and all the wonders there 
would be 
In the year 1960 not so very for off 
I could see Den Thornton trying to be a college prof. 
There was Genevieve, a bottle of peroxide in hand, 
And Johnny Partington leading an Elmwood band. 
Ken Wilcox was traininq to be a track star. 
While Gerald Freed followed in his father's new car. 
Marion Whiteman is captain of a roller derby team 
And Mary Nelson was nothing but a wonderful dream. 
Pot Safrance deserves more than just a glance, 
As she's teaching Terry Parkinson the right way to dance. 
Carolee French was putting henna in her hair 
While David Moven, her husband, could only store. 
Sandy Brunt is married and hos five boys 
And Doug Leiper, too bad, he's still playing with his toys. 
Anne Deneiko deserves a great deal of praise 
And the teachers finally got their raise. 
As you see we've got a class that is exceptionally rare, 
But try and beat us; none would dare. 
-BEN HARRISON. 
lOC 
Thf:!re sleeps a class in Kennedy High, 
That makes the teachers continually sigh, 
They don't do their homework, they love to debate, 
Especially when the teacher makes a mistake. 
Most come in before th'e last bell does ring, 
But usually Sylvia Baum, comes with "the Queen" 
In science Mr. Thomson often wishes he could die 
When Bill asks his favourite question, "Why?" 
In English we sit looking forlorn, 
And wonder why Shakespeare ever was born. 
Then comes history-Oh! What a class, 
Even Mr. Walter wonders how we pass. 
Mory and Kathleen hove to be on their toes, 
For their answers often odd to his woes. 
Geometry brings to all of us gloom, 
While Carol gets on 'excuse-slip' to leave the room. 
There is also Shirley Ann, Liz, Jeanette and Gayle, but no 
time 
To mention them _in words that rhyme. 
Of course we're the class of many parties; you'll see 
The class I described is our brilliant "l OC". 
- DOLORES CHAPMAN . 
········••••1•1•111ili••·············· ··· ················ 
WINDSOR ICE & COAL 
COMPANY LTD. 
I f>O-l McJ>ou~all 
Ph. -t-,an 
* 
1117 Geor~t· Aw. 
Ph. 5-6676 
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OUR CLASS OF 1 OE 
Mary Allen is our doss down, 
And sets the class off with o roar. 
Our basketball stars ore Roy and Ron 
Even though they never score. 
Bernice and Orma ore two pals 
Dot Czapla is our brain; 
Then Dee Doan the classy gal, 
Tries to keep Harvey tome. 
There are a few on the quiet side, 
That includes Marg, Frances and Ken, 
But Paul helps to keep up the tide 
With two Jonets near at hand. 
Jean and Eddie make quite a pair 
In talking I do mean, 
But to give them credit 'tis not fair 
When in His:ory it's Boris and Eugene. 
Fred Martin sits among the girls, 
In English he can't help it. 
Julius, I know, likes only the curls 
Of Jo and Susie Ellis. 
Tom and leendert always know what's new, 
What a difference between Jim and Keith. 
And now I have covered all but two, 
There's La Velda left and me. 
Last but not )east there is someone else 
Who never hos given up hope; 
Yes, Mr. Thompson, our homeroom teacher, 
Has patience wi th all us dopes. 
-BARBARA MASSEY. 
98 
Barbara and Don Scoulfield get one hundred per cent, 
Deanna McDonald is of Scotch descent, 
Janet Summerland is hockey cro~y. 
John White and Joe are very lazy, 
Terry Morre speaks out in class, 
Paul Gillespre makes us laugh, 
Elizabeth and Brigitte read every book, 
Karen and Margaret Smith ore great cooks, 
Don Thorn's hair is never combed, 
Stan and Ross love their home, 
Raymond Simpson is forever late, 
Virginia is never at the slate, 
Marion and Olive carry frowns, 
While Bill Noble is always crowned, 
Ian and Richard annoy Miss McNeil, 
John South and Don Breckon dream of their meals, 
Charles and Denzel have permanent waves, 
Dorothy and Pat always rave, 
Margaret Wright and Jean ore friends, 
Now Bill Nontau says, "The End". 
-MARGARET TAY. 
l~F 
CATHERINE PLAIT-Ain't She Sweet? 
HAROLD PINKERTON-On Top of Old Smoky 
JOE SUSKO-Don't Cry Joe 
WAYNE RAWLINGS--liurn Back the Hands of Time 
TED TUTION-Just One More Chance 
IRMA KOWALZIK-Far Away Places 
MARG MARSDEN-Oh Johnny! 
MYRTLE SOCHASKI-Slowpoke 
REG NEILSON-Tell Me Why? 
MICHAEL ROUFf.ER-Down Yonder 
ROBERT BROOKER-Slay Awhile 
RONALD ABBOT-Old Master Painter 
GERRY PLATIEN-1 Only Want A Buddy Not a Sweetheart 
TOM KIPP-Goofus 
DONALD MOORE-Rollin' Stone 
GORDON GRAHAM-I'm Late 
CLARENCE SIVERNS-Detour 
NORMAN HALL-Little White Lies 
BILL LOWRY-The Thing 
JOE REZLER-Spaghetti Rag 
LAWRENCE BLOOMFIELD-'Little Guy 
LESLIE HOLDEN-Mule Train 
JERRY BURROWS-Hold That Tiger 
ROYDEN BEST-I Can't Help It 
HAROLD DENNISON-Retreat 
LOUIS STEPHENSON-All Right 'Louis, Drop That Gun 
JOHN McLISTER-Undecided 
GRANT EVOY-So Tired 
TOM BARROW-Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue 
-MYRTLE SOCHASKI. 
CHARACTERISTICS AND ACTIVITIES OF 9G 
Mr. Unger is our teacher, and, as for the students--
Nada and Ginny are giggling gals, 
Donna and Jeanette are very good pals. 
Kathy and Maxine have raven black hair, 
But Marlene's and Bonnie's is quite fair. 
Betty and Pat Fitch are a serious pair, 
While Donna and Phyllis Burke don't give a care. 
Jackie and Pat Thornton have good voices, 
And Alma chooses Ted from many choices. 
Ron Frank as cupid he's dickering, 
Jean, Joan and Phyllis are always bickering. 
Bill and Gordon are quite small, 
The two Kens are very tall. 
Sophie and Shirley have their own locker, 
And Jerry to Ronnie is quite a talker. 
Gordon McAuslan's driving was "whacky" 
With all his plays for Betsy Mackie. 
Deane is always chasing girls, 
Diane and Sandra comb their curls. 
That's our class from wall to wall, 
We truly hope you'll like them all, 
-SANDRA GIRARD & DIANE SABY. 
TENNIS 
The Secondary School Tennis Tournament opened in 
September at the Jackson Park Tennis Club. There was 
very little enthusiasm shown by the students of Kennedy. 
Because of this lack of enthusiasm, Kennedy won only the 
girls' doubles. The winners were Elizabeth Jennin·gs and 
Joyce Eastman. 
Kennedy, therefore, earned the right to represent Wind-
sor in the girls' doubles in St. Thomas later in the fall. 
However the girls were unable to defeat the strong St. 
Thomas team. We should like to thank Mr. Ward for 
his excellent help. 
-JOYCE EASTMAN, 13A 
A college education seldom hurts a man if he's willing 
to learn a little something after he graduates. 
During intermission in Mr. Knapp's class, Roger asked 
Gerald if he knew why the goat fell off the narrow moun-
tain path. 
"No," he replied questioningly. 
" Well you see, he made a ewe turn." 
Mr. Fox was lecturing 13A one early morning on 
metals: "Gold is a peculiar substance and it has this 
property-it's soft but it ' s strong ." 
"Sure," shouted Steen, "just like Kleenex. " 
Mr. Ward received a note from Marjorie Wilson's par-
ents: "Please excuse our daughter from her Latin class. 
Her throat is so sore she can hardly speak English." 
Charged with knocking down a policeman, a Windsor 
man pl€aded: "I saw a b;g bee land on his neck above 
the collar. I didn't want him to get stung, so I hit the bee 
as hard as I could." 
A new de luxe trailer model has. a garage compart-
ment-so a small car can be taken along for shopping 
trips. 
Girls at college 
Are of two strata 
Those with dates 
And those with data 
Every woman has a price on her head-if she wea~s 
a hat. 
From an ad in an Ontario paper: "Toaster, $3.50, a 
;iift that every member of the family appreciates. Auto-
matically burns toast." 
"Darling," Mary's mother reproved, "you were awfully 
late last night. I'm afraid I 'm dreadfully old-fashioned, 
but I should like to knew where you go." 
"Certainly, mother, I dined with-oh, well, you don't 
know him - and we went to several places I don't 
suppose you've been to and finished at-oh, I forget its 
name. It's all right isn't it, mother?" 
"Of course, my dear. It's only that I just like to know." 
Women have many faults 
But men have only two: 
l. Everything they soy 
2. Everything they do. 
Policeman (to intoxicated man who is trying to fit his 
key in a lamp-post): "I'm afraid nobody's home." 
Drunk: "Mus' be; mus' be; theresh a light upstairs." 
Doctor: "Your left ankle is swollen but I wouldn't worry 
about it." 
Patient, "I wouldn't worry about it either if your left 
ankle was swollen." 
HEAD OF THE CLAS,S! 
SPUDNUT SHOP 
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COMPLIMENTS or 
TEHAN FURNITURE CO. LTD. 
Serving the Community Nearly 
Half a Century 
COMPLIMENTS Or' 
MARYIN'S 
DRY GOODS LTD. 
Ladies', Men's and Children's Wear 
1686-94 Ottawa St. E. Windsor 
Phone 3-4296 
. ........................................................... . 
••................•......................................... 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
KEN WILEY PHARMACY 
DISPENSING CHEMISTS 
* 2300 Howard Ave. at Logan 
Phone 3-1112 
. 
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Visit Heintzman's 
RECORD LIBRARY 
Where the Latest is First 
At 
HEINTZMAN'S 
302 Ouellette 3-4649 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
CAN-USA Restaurant 
······························································ •····························································· 
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SPORTING GOODS, LUGGAGE 
333 Ouellette Ave. Windsor, Ont. 
••••............••......••••...•.•••.......•••.........••..•. 
········· ···················································· 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
IRAND TERRACE BOWLING 
.. 
For Leagues-Open from 5 to 7 p.m. 
(Afternoon Bowling/and Leagues) 
Compliments of 
SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE 
LTD. 
1526 Ottawa Street 
* 
..FINE FURS FOR LESS" 
.................................•.....•..................... 
···························································· 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
"The Building Name of Windsor'.' 
J. R. TU BARO & SON 
Builders and Contractors 
1331 Parent Ave. Windsor, Ont. 
Phone 4-9068 
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COMPLIMENTS OF 
A. G. SUMMERLAND 
Diamonds - Watches 
Trophies 
. 
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. COMPLTh1ENTS OF 
SUMNER PRINTING 
AND PUBLISHING 
COMPANY LIMITED 
120 Ferry St. PHONE 4-8678 Windsor 
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. INTERNATIONAL 
CUSTOMS BROKERS LTD. 
Customs Brokc>rs and Forwa,·ding Agents 
219 Park Building - 2 9 Park St. West 
E. JI. BLAIR 
Windsor. Ontario 
Phone 3-7437 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THE WINDSOR ARENA 
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to he tnore popular 
a l your next party! 
Everyone can tell if you 
really enjoy dancing. Your 
enthusiasm for it can add 
We to many a party and 
Saturday night dancing, give 
pleasure lo your partner and 
reveal an attractive side of 
you. 
Overnight. you discover how 
much fun it is to Rumba, 
Tango. Waltz, Fox 
Trot or Samba. WILL 
0 u r t a l e n t e d YOU ACCEPT 
teacher - partners A 
will show you the s 1.00 TRJAL 
basic secret of_ all LESSON? 
modern dances. 
Studio Open 10 a .m. to 10 p .m. 
ARTHUR MURRA y SCHOOL OF DANCING 
1355 OUELLETTE AVE •• WINDSOR 4-8655 ¥ 
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These are important years-days of decision 
when you will dctcm1inc your.future. 
Today in a world troubled l>y confusion 
and shifting values, what sign stands out as 
a guide on which you can take a oearing now 
for the future? 
Look at the Canada about you-here is a 
nation that in the past ten years has added 
nearly the equivalent of our three Prairie 
provinces to its people-yet even more are 
needed to u11lock the trcasurn trove of Canada's 
natural wealth. 
There's a big opportunity in Canada for 
young men ,ind women of , ision and ability. 
You C'a.n invest }our future in Canada-
safely and profitably too! 
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